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s I See It

The imposing tombstone on the opposite page may
rtel the fa te of the UNI "Quarterly." At the time of
c'on 1t 1s not known whether the "Qua rterly " will
ebeyond the third iss ue of this school year. Low soles
·.!<J as the ma in rea son fo r d1scont1nuot1on of the
t1on by the Board (o f Control) of Student Publications,

the ·ouarterly" is figh ting aga inst great odds (even ot
50¢ ), when the other two student publications ore given
free.
e Board feels that a need has not been de monstrated
e Quarterly,· yet we feel that the "Qua rterly " serves
This need 1s to info rm students and fa cu lty, both
present, and pros pective, os well os interested members
e ommun1ty of UN/'s current culture.
e UNI Quarterly" ,s not the "trad1t1onol " yearbook,
n form or content, but we feel that 1t reflect s the total
We would hate to see the "Qua rterly" die, not so much
e we care, but because YOU should co re. CA RE one
r he other and let 1t be known .
'otally exasperating to feel tha t there are neither great
rs for or against the publ1co /,on. The fate of the
terly rests presently with o handful of people and ,f
ons,der apath y the killer. The "Quarterly " ,s a small
but one has to sta rt coring sometime abou t some-pro or con - then ,F the "Quarterl y" goes, so be ,t,
WITH A WHIMPER, BUT A BANGI

"Don 't quote me.
This short phrase has been heard altogether too often
when members of our staff have interviewed individuals
trying to find fact s and opinions to write an objective story.
I believe that a person hos the right to say, "Remember, now,
th is is off the record," but when every fourth sentence uttered
is, ''Don 't quote me, " o person starts to wonder.
Why do people withdraw at the sight of o tape recorder
or when they see o small notebook open and pen meets
paper? Why ore they edgy about stating what they believe
in or relating fa cts they kn ow to be true? Perhaps it is because
they hove been misquoted too o ften, but I think not when
students as well as faculty and administrators reiterate that
some line time and again.
Don 't we as adults ho ve the fortitude to state our opinions
and be willing to let everyone know them? Haven 't we
enough self-confidence and faith in ourselves to enunciate
our ideas and be proud to defend them? If not, perhaps we
had better examine our thoughts and ourselves. Are our
ideas worthy of personally de fending them, and ore they our
ideas at al/? If not, ... . .. well, don 't quote me!

Ginger Lee Cgden
Execu tive Editor
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Second Time Around
Text and Photos by Dean A. Teeter
Homecoming 1971 was kicked off
this year by the annuol concert in the
Men 's Gym on October 27 . This year 's
group was ' The Association ," one that
has been around for a while. Over 3,000
students attended the concert as they
sought to rid their pockets of an overload
of money.

DiiJ

" The Association " was , as usual , up
to par for their group. The sound was
good enough to be called professional ,
but the actions of the group left something
to be desired. Dress of the group ranged
from tee-shirts to fringed jackets, most
of which looked as if they needed washing .
But, that is not important as long as a
group can perform well.
In the advance publicity, it was stated
that " The Association " spends much time
warming up and getting their instruments
in tune; however, no matter how professional they play, when the members are
always plucking at their strings between
songs, it detracts from the professional
quality of the performance. Personally,
I prefer the garb that the group wore when
they started out . I think it adds something
to the group , such as th e sparkle t hat
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slowly

and then 1ust peter out ... " The A ssoc ,a llon .. neve r d,d pete r out when i t c ame to

singing or ploying, but between songs
they certainly didn 't do well. The group
tossed private jokes around at will and
left the audience in a state of half-confusion
most of the t ime. Most of the laughs were
evoked by comments to the group and
most were not tied to each other by any
log ical arrangement of conversation or
thought .
The whole concert reminded me of
re-runs on television. I saw " The Assoc iation " in Waterloo last August , and every
joke was repeated , including the opening
joke before the concert . However, " The
Assoc iation " did come across with a few
new jokes that would appeal to the campus
audience more than the " 13-year-old "
audience of this summer.

" The Assoc iat ion " has no problem
when it comes to musical talent. Each
song was well executed and in good
balance. The concert covered the range
of music from hard rock to love ballads.
wh ile two of their best songs. " Cherish "
and " Along Comes Mary," left someth ing
to be desired in terms of comparison to
when the group was younger. The introduction to " Requiem " was made by saying
that no introduction in four and one-half
years fit unt il they saw a tee-shirt that
read , " Old soldiers never die, just young
ones." A nice introduction , but a little
melodramatic for my tastes.
" The Association " ended the concert
with one of their best songs. " Windy."
A standing ovation immediately followed ,
which I thought was nice, but standing
ovations are a bit overworked here at
UNI. The concert was good. but not great.
It seems that the standing ovation was
for the group based on past laurels rather
than on present performance .
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Romeo and Juliet

"the fearful passage
of

their

death-mark'd love"

V,

°'

"Past hope,
past cure,
past help"

Backstage: Performers and Director discuss, improve, and perfect.

Text by Ginger Ogden

One of Shakespeare's most well-known ploys, " Romeo and
Juliet, " was presented November 3-6, by Theatre-UNI. The stage
for the production was designed with a second story, while the
forestoge slanted towards the audience. Pole blue lights shrouded
the stage then dimmed to total darkness as the players entered
from the audience.
Since " Romeo and Juliet " is o stock feature in most people's
educational repertoire, naturally one builds an image of what
both Romeo and Juliet look like. I was surprised to see a blond
Romeo, since my preconception of him was as o dark-haired youth.
Juliet in this production was likewise a blonde. Little things like
the almost unconscious images audiences hove about characters
and staging because of familiarity with o work con be obstacles
to performers, but this cast seemingly overcame any such problems .
There were numerous outstanding features of this production.
When Romeo and Juliet first meet, they speak a perfect sonnet.
This symbolically shows their love, as it is as pure and beautiful
as the construction of the sonnet. This was dramatized with overall dimmed lights, the spotlight being on Romeo and Juliet as they
;'P~.~~ t·h-~1-~?nnC"t

Th~ 1r-tst of !hp ployprc:.. we-re- fro7e,n

thp1r bocks

no- 1h01 •~f<._K>d <._tUf vvu
hearing of Juliets deoth We sow fr1c1r John-tell,ng
Lawrence 1n center stage that the message about Juliet's

µc.,1son ofter

Friar

death was stopped because of plague. Romeo at this time 1s on
the second story of the stage construct1an getting the poison from
the apothecary, a bright green light acting as a backdrop for this
transaction. This unique way of dramatizing these events was
expedient and quite striking.
Fight scenes were sprinkled throughout the ploy and they really
come olive, being vital, rowdy, and realistic. The audience loved
them and the sword fight scenes were very well planned and
executed.
Perhaps the best comment that con be mode about this production of " Romeo and Juliet" is that the characters really come olive.
The poetic dialogue was in the language-style as Shakespeare
wrote it, with all of the color, beauty, and bawdiness that makes
it so fascinating and forceful.

Mike Morrison 's Romeo was gentle and loving as well as firey,
impetuous, and passionate. He was very much a combination of
both the young lover and young fighter. Dione Horrenstein gave us
on eager, youthful ingenue as Juliet, while volitile Mercutio was
brought to life by Jim Coda 's intense and energetic interpretation.
Benvolio, the peacemaker, was artistically ployed by Jules Gray,
and not to be forgotten was Soro Moser as the earthy Nurse, Juliet's
" mother confessor. "
Photos by D. A . Teet er
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There was only one fifteen minute intermission in the long play,
following the marriage of Romeo and Juliet. After the intermission
the played seemed to slow down immensely, whether because of
the late hour, knowing or predicting what was coming next, or the
lack of comedy in this part. The play had become serious and the
tense tone was build ing . Intermittent giggles and laughter from
this building nervous tension were heard occasionally from the
audience. The production had somehow become too bulky and too
tense.
Timing is an important commodity for a play, but in a play
where events or messages occur iust too late, it is imperative that
Friar Lawrence, for instance, coming to the tomb too late and find ing the young couple dead, is believeable, and it was. The interchange of dialogue between characters throughout the play was
genuine. There certainly is a wealth of ability and efficiency in the
students of the UNI Speech Department.
The final scenes of " Romeo and Juliet " were also unique. In
death Romeo and Juliet had their hands clasped together, a nice
effect, but in this interpretation, when the families of the starcrossed lovers realize what has happened, there is only the Prince
of Verona berating them for what their hate has caused. There is
no shred or hint of reconciliation, no promise of a more peaceful
future for Verona, no nothing . That is the end of the play.
In essence Director D. Terry Williams is forcing us to focus on
the fact that the parents have caused all of this tragedy. We are
to realize how noxious and pernicious porents con be. This then,
makes " Romeo and Juliet " even more of a tragedy, because nothing
hos been learned from the deaths of the young lovers. We con hove
no hope when the play concludes ,n this manner
qr,•t, n-.. .... orrupt1un
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The Road Taken
Of all the "Why" questions
to choose from: Why are there
eight o'clock classes? Why are
classes always on the third
floor? Why does the whole
school shut down at noon? Why
is only part of the Union underground? Why have some parking lots that are half full and
others "over full?" Why is this
place always cold , wet, or
windy, my editor chose one requiring even greater imagination and creative thought : Why
did students and teachers come
to UNI?
60

When given this assignment, I wondered
if students and teachers really knew why
they hod come to UNI; and if they did know
why, who cored? However, the more I
thought about it , the more intriguing it
become. Suppose someone hod a great
and unique reason for choosing UNI and
then , stretch the imagination even further ,
suppose / found this person? Before I
continue much more, let me say that I
did not find this outstanding person ;
however, I did find students and teachers
with a great willingness to shore with me
their reasons for coming to UNI.
Because of the fact that SCI (State
College of Iowa) become UNI (University
of Northern Iowa), some students were
attracted to UNI. (Good 01 ' University
status , you know.) This decision hos be-

Text by Lindo Scholi

come a factor of some importance w
many of the students hove cons1d
before attending school here. More
portments hove been opened and aw
variety of courses ore being offered
One student of theatre, William K1 1~
of Iowa Falls , chose UNI because he 11
impressed with the Theatre Deportme
" I received the impression that 1f I car
here, I would be able to get about, n
people, do some things. The theatre 1s.
undergraduate oriented deportment, o•
since I'm a junior, it is for me. The ·
portment is basically lob oriented on'
hove found it to be a very practical mo
Since UNI offers Germon, it ottro
Dave Hacken to campus; however
was not his only reason for choosing v
" An other reason I chose UNI over ·

s is becau se, living in Wat erloo, it
most convenient place to go to

Ari unnamed freshman I talked with is
entirely satisfied with the Deportment
t.\Jsic, and he is planning on not returnofter the spring semester. " There is
creativity. All we ore doing is imitating
old masters . This may be good , but it
what I was looking for when I took
pr9fessionol piano here at UNI. "

Jo Cross, a junior from Carroll, feel s
her deportmen t, Art , is one of the
er deportments. " Right now , I om
ng Philosoph y of Material s, which is
aneof the most worthwhile and practical
coorses I hove hod at UNI. The handouts
ere terrific and will really help me when
lget out into the classroom and in o pinch
-especially if I'm on o limited budget 1"
Roxanne Wh eeler of Cambridge is
mjonng in Remedial Reading. " Choosing
I was not too difficult. The smaller
s:hools do not offer the re med io I reading
pr<XJrom and I didn 't feel that I wonted to
fl to a bigger school. " Roxanne doesn 't
lee! that she con justify any criticis m or
poise for this portic.ulor program since

she 1s only a freshman and is still trying
ID make ii through the general educot ion
murses.

Our Physical Education Deportment at
UNI 1s becoming one of the best. Julie

Wood.a freshman, come to UNI because of
lhe reputation that the Physica l Education
Deportment hos mode for itself.
Mother great influence seemed to be
JKJrentol influence. Jo Cross hod great
ilfluence from her parents. " My sister
went here two years ago. I come to visit
c,ld I liked the campus. Since my parents
thought it was good enough for my sister,
i was good enough for me. It also is
d,eoper to go here. " A different effect
rJ parent influence was brought out by
Pt!e Fisher, a graduate student . " My
JKJrents wonted me to attend another
s:hool, but I was not in favor of going to
1hat one for many reasons. I chose UNI
C>lertheir school and found all the benefits
1hat UNI hod over their choice. Two major
kictors that I used in changing their minds
were cost and closeness to home. "

Koy Kelly hod o very different reason
going lo school here in Cedar Falls.
'Smee I wonted to be o teacher, I decided
ID go here. It would hove been closer to
f)tO Iowa City, but all of my friends were
f)lng there, and I wonted to be different. "
()her students hod reason s common to
many: UNI is homey, my sister (or so me
dher relative) hos gone here, it is close,
icosts less tho_n most schools, and the lost
raJSQn (common to most) was the fact
trot they wonted to be teachers. Th is lo st
reason, which was once the most prevalent
M the campus, is now in the change

b

process. It was reported in the December
3, 1971 , issue of the NORTHERN IOWAN ,
that only sixty-six and one tenth percent
of the undergraduates ore in teacher edu cation and the numbers ore still decreasing .
Now that I hod discovered some of
the main reasons why students chose UNI
over other schools, I become curious as
to why instructors hod chosen UNI over
other places of employment. Their reason s,
whatever they were, were as varied as the
students I hod talked to about this.
Some of the teachers here felt that at
certain times UNI was locking in vision in
regard to innovation , and since becoming
o university it hod been surpassed by some
other public institutions. Is UNI losing
its influence? The feeling that the school
hod greater inf luen ce as o tea chers ' college
rather than o university was discussed in
severa l of the interviews I hod with the
instructors. As o college, the school was
better able to hove top staff members ,
retain o larg er number of our own good
students, and was able to attract better
students. Some people feel that UNI no
longer hos this influence and is, therefore,
unable to get adequate funding as o
univers ity.
But the picture at UNI is not all dork
and dreoryl In fa ct, most instructors felt
there was hope for the future. Professo r
Clifford Bishop of Educational Psycho logy
felt that there were some very valuable
techniques being put into use at UNI.
" Team leoc. hing , individualized instruct ion ,
learning pockets , revision of the professional seque nce, and other innovations ore
helping improve I he , urriculum . We do hove
to keep in focus what our goals ore and
keep moving ahead toward these qools. We
can 't stand still. Standing st ill is like moving
backward. " Professor Bishop hos been at
UNI for twenty-one years. When first
choosing o school, he chose the Iowa State
Teachers College because he was interested in teacher education. " At that time
it was o center of preparation. For better
than any other teacher college. It hod man y
resources, o substantial number of stu dents, and offered me o real challenge. "
Professor of English Language and
Litera ture, John Cowley come here about
twenty-six years ago. " I hod guaranteed
work at the time I chose to teach here. I
wouldn 't hove token the job here if I hadn 't
l iked it . There was o need for English
tea chers at the time and ofter talking to
the Acting Head who come to v isit me, I
thought I shou ld visit the campus. I met
the people and I liked their attitude. I
felt here was o place I cou ld move, to
fun ction in. I found o wholesomeness. I
hove enjoyed and love being with youth. "
Alden B. Hanson , Associate Professor
of English Language and Literature and
also Foreign Student Advisor, come here

twenty-five years ago, al so because of
the tea cher shortage. He feels thoi · UNI
is o very fin e place lo work and is constantl y improvi ng. My colleagues from out
of st ole look to UNI as o leader in tea cher
education. It hos o good reputation and I
enjoy working here. "
Assistant Professor of Educational Ps ychology , Key Ton Lee hod d ifferent reasons
for choosing UNI five years ago . " First
of all , my choice was limited, si nce I received my degree from Oklahoma in Jan uary. There were three openings at that
time. I spoke to my ad visor, and he sug gested UNI. I looked through the yearbooks of the schools to get lo know each
one. I felt that UNI hod the greatest
st rengths as for as training stu dents to be
teachers. Ano! her fa ctor was that Iowa is
in the temperate zone , whi ch my home,
Korea , is also in. I thought that the weather wou ld be much si milar, but that was
o major mistokel "
Other teachers I talked to also t,od
varying reasons for choosing UNI. A ssistant Professor of Moth, David Duncan ,
sent out several letters of application
eight years ago, and " UNI was the first
to answer affirmative. If another school
hod said yes first , I suppose I would be
there now, but I'm not sorr y that I'm here. "
The an swe r to " UNI: Why?" was relati vely
simple for Professor of Philosophy and
Religion , Josef Fox. He said , " That is too
si mple. I don 't see how that question cou ld
be answered any other way - MONEYI
UNI offered me more money than any
other school ." That was twenty-four years
ago and Dr . Fox soys this is still true toda y.
An instructor in Educational Ps ycholog y, Marlene Strothe, found the decision
al so to be fairly easy. " I wonted o job
close to where my husband (o vet) coul d
also get o job. Also, I wonted to tea ch at
the university level. That narrowed it down
and UNI was the choice. " For the lo st
three years, Mrs. Strathe hos taught here
and commutes each day from Hudson.
A temporary instructor on campus,
Mory Diercks, in the Deportment of Curri cu lum and Instruction found on opening
four years ago as o graduate assistant
and now hos on assistant teaching position.

I om sure that all of you ho ve very
good reasons for choosing UNI over oth er
schools. One of you , I om sure, is the
unique being with on outstanding rea son
for co ming here, and I offer my humblest
apologies for not locating you for this
article. If you ore reading this artic le to
decide on o school of higher educot ion ,
remember that whatever rood you choose
to tra vel by, it will make all the difference.
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Attica-A Firsthand Vie

Text by Ginger Ogden

Kunstler? What's a Kunstler?"
rh1s question seemed to be not uncom~ on the campus the week noted
efense attorney William Kun st ler
ppeored on the UNI Controversial
ipe(J ers Program. My question, though,
iYOS How did they get someone that
wel-known to come here?"
Since I was interested in hearing the
po en Kunstler, I arrived at the Men 's
early on October 21 , and took a seat
the first row of the north balcony. The
chers were pulled out on the main
also but choirs were not set up in
center of the gym. Instead, the floor
covered with canvas and the audience
right around the speaker 's platform,
whole first ring of spectators seemy composed of photographers and
ro equipment.
From my vantage point in the balcony,
could see that the gym was really fillup. Students seemed to be coming in
ps of four, five , or more, and seemed
be rather quiet in comparison to other
ds of this size. I was relieved . People
now who Kunstler was. At 8:45 p.m.
program began and Edward Thorne
educed the topic, " The Defense Never
ts and then the much awaited man.
Wearing a nondescript gray suit,
ng shoulder length dark hair graying
the temples , and long sideburns,
nstler looked more like an over-forty
ie then on eminent lawyer as he
red at the speaker's platform . He
non a light key with a few humorous
idents. such as his coming through the
obstacle course " (downtown Cedar Falls)
ge to UNI that evening. He then shifted
his very serious topic - Attico ; after
ich he alternately gripped and slumped
he podium as he spoke with conviction
compassion. Since he had been at
1Ca during the crisis hours, he gave
personal account of those events and
r ram1f1cot1ons that are now a part of
tory ...

Photos

William Kunstler was coiled to Attica
on September 9, 1971 , because an inmate
who had taken a hostage had requested
him . At this point Kunstler informed the
audience that , technically, Attica was not
a prison but a " correction al fa ci lity " and
that the prisoners were really inmates, but,
he added, " It's all the sa me except for the
titles. " He emphasized that " to understand
Attica is to understand something else."

It all started, he said , at Folsom Prison
where a Chicano wrote the " Folsom Manifesto," which included 27 prisoner demands, none of which were revolutionary,
said Kunstler. This manifesto got to George
Jackson in San Quentin, where it was the
subject of a small insurrection , then found
its way to Auburn Prison where it became
the " Auburn Manifesto" and was the subject of trouble there in November, 1970.
When some prisoners were transferred
from Auburn to Attica , it became the
" Attica Manifesto." At Atti ca this manifesto included all of the Folsom demands
with some minor changes and exceptions.

A five- man committee sent this manifesto to the new Commissioner of Correctional Faci lities in July, 1971. The eruption at Attica on September 9, 1971 , was
a reaction to this, as the prisoners had
received no answer from the commissioner
by this time.

When Kunstler arrived at Attica , he
and others brought in as arbitrators sat
and listened to the prisoners ' demands
for the next seven hours. Kunstler was at

by D. A . Teeter

this point asked to serve for the prisoners
and accepted. From then on he was no
longer an arbitrator.
Later the prison commissioner sat with
Kunstler and the others for three hours,
during which time the demands were
watered down quite a bit . It is important
to note that the demand for complete
amnesty was rejected . The prisoners were
none too pleased with these results, so
Kunstler called for Bobby Seale to tell
them that this was the best they cou ld
expect. Seale would not come and do this.

It was now that Kunstler was very
fearful for his life, because he had to
tell the prisoners that unless they accepted
these demands as they now stood, the
alternative would be death for many,
since state troopers were in the prison
yard . Because they feared speed, the
prisoners thought this was a trap. It wa s
then that they decided to ha ve hostages
and ask for the governor to come . Th is
was a very dramatic point in the speech
as Kunstler related the fa ct that the prisoners told him that he had betrayed
them and , therefore, he was going to die.
Remembering that time Kunstler said, " I
tell you, it's a moment you will never
forget. " He knew they were deadly serious

too, as the prison officials had Kunstler
and the others that were there as arbitrators (a total of eight) sign an affidavit
that if they {Kunstler or the other seven)
died or were injured, their families could
not collect from the state.
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found these things untrue and that th
fore , the whole riot or moving in of tr
was " reasonless. " Said Kunstler tx,
" I have since Tuesday, September
called it murder. "
With violen ce goes blame, and 11
blame comes the scapegoat. Talking abc
getting the people who were really res
sible for these crimes at Attica, Kuns'
said, " We will get our William Cale
but the real murderers will go unpurnsh
I realize we have too high on off
he commented, referring to Gover
Rockefeller.
Drawing his speech together and
veying its ramifications, Kunstler emp'
sized that we must realize that At JC□
not an isolated incident. We must m
stand that there will be points of no re·
because " Attica is Harlem, Bedford-Stu
sant, Watts ... " If Attica has meant □'
thing, he said, it must be that we und
stand. " You are no better than •h
state troopers (at Attica) if you de
understand or try to. "
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These eight hostages were then taken
across a catwalk two by two, every three
minutes. Kunstler said his " buddy" on
the catwalk was reciting the Koran, while
his own eyes " just rotated to see if there
were bodies on the ground. " At the end of
the walk was absolute, utter relief.
Safety for the moment. Its almost worth
going through that to get that feeling ,
exclaimed the lawyer. Yet he admitted he
really thought he would die sometime that
day, because the prisoners repeatedly
said so, but in retrospect, Kunstler concluded that it was their bargaining power.
New York had abolished capital
punishment except for crimes perpetrated
by prisoners 1n prisons, so all of these
men involved 1n the Attica revolt were
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potentially guilty of felonies. That is why
the question of amnesty had become so
important.
To say the least much attention was
given Atti ca by all of the news media.
Whether 1t was objective and representative of what really took place at the prison
is still a question to some people. Kunstler,
who was act ually there, heard the sounds
of the " super shotguns " of the state
troopers. These guns supposedly had "30caliber bullets in each of the shotgun
shells. · It was , said Kunstler, " one of
those sights and sounds that anyone with
any sensibilities would remember the rest
of their life. " Inside the prison they also
heard that throats had been cut and atrocities committed, but Kunstler said they

Kunstler appeared emotionally dra
after talking , and the people presen w
moved by what he had spoken of
asked what people could do to stop'
kind of situation from occ urring, Kuns'
said that we must react locally, and osv
feel about a situation, not following
road that works for someone else.
inst ru ct ion was over after one hour a
fifteen minutes. Kunstler re(e 1ved a s•a
ing ovation, but, not , I think, for whc;
was or what he said, but for the wa
said 1t , with compassion, understand
and hope. Hope that we will have leer
something from Att1w.
T

The instruction was well token
night , but lessons are often hard o 1"0
often hard to learn w1 hout repet1 10n

From

''The Bank That's In Business
To Be Bothered''

The
First National Bank
Convenient College Hill Location

To Serve ALL Your Banking Needs

2202 College Street

Downtown Bank
302 Main Street

One Block From Campus

- Hours 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Thursday
9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. on Fridays

College Hill 266-7507

-

Hours --:

9 :30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Thursday
9 a.m. to 7 :30 p.m. on Fridays

Drive-In Banking
Both Locations

Downtown 266-1794
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Hom ecom ing: R.I.P.
/

---WELCOME

Homecom1n9
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mecom1ng 1971 woso much changed
-:m There was no queen or court
parade to instill school sp1r1t
' h"
m h to the 1mog1notion. The theme
or 1971 was " Kaleidoscope,'
was oppropnote as it means con· y hanging.

&: he week of Homecoming (October

kicked off the Homecoming festi v1 t1es and
a dance was held the following evening.
The Friday before Homecoming was to
be a get-together-type day with a ca mpuswide Ol ympics, similar to those held lost
spring at UNI, but due to rain these were
cancelled. The annual Variety Show was
held that evening and said to be really
good in comparison to previous years.

3 was filled with numerous activities
ents. A concert by 'The Assoc iot ion "

The parade started in downtown Cedar

Falls, and it started late. Former UNI
President, J. W. Moucker, served as Grand
Marshall for the parade. Cedar Falls Mayor
Fronk Williams and Waterloo Mayor Lloyd
Turner also rode 1n the parade. There
were supposed to be l O floats , l O bonds ,
and l l clowns in the parade, but area
bonds seemed to predominate.
On Saturday, October 30, the Panthers
faced the University of North Dakota
Sioux , losing to them 23-l 0.
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A Touch of London

in Cedar Falls, Iowa

SOCITYTOIIIY_..._
SOClmTOillY
SOCIETYTODIY
SOOlmTOIIIY
SOOlmTOIIIY
SOCIETYTOIJIY
SOOlmTOIJIY
SOClmTODIY
SOClmTODAY
soetmTODAY
socamTODAY
Text by Ginger Ogden
What 's over 13 feet toll, 26 foot long ,
red, and more than faintly reminiscent of
London-based movies? The bus you soy?
Well, you 're right!
The double-decker English bus serves
as a free shuttle service, making regular
15-minute runs around the UNI campus, to
help transport students from the dorms
to the College Hill Business District. The
stately old bus, a 1951 model, was purchased by University Book and Supply
in October of 1971 , with the shuttle idea
in mind and cost only $1875. That 's a lot
of bus for the price, but there was also
the matter of on additional $2400 to ship
it to Chicago, along with $270 in custom
and other fees.
The 21-yeor-old bus, near the age of
many of UNl's students, hod a colorful
trip to its destination here in Cedar Falls,
being transported from London to Chicago
lashed to -a Russian fre ighter . From
Chicago the towering bus sped to Cedar
Falls under its own power, reaching a top
speed of 40 m.p.h.1
The bus is quite unique and unusual.
It prompts interesting questions and remarks and it is serving a dual purpose,
both UNI students and the merchants on
the Hill. Two UNI students help operate
" Old Limey," because a conductor is required at the rear door. The driver hos
his own door, since the unique construction of the vehicle separates the passengers from the driver via a glossed-in,
window-like
partition . Transportation
service continues Monday through Saturday, between l and 5 p.m., on the bus
which hos a stated capacity of 56 .
Unique it certainly is, and it hos also
found a useful home and beneficial role
to perform in its golden years.
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Married Student Housing
or The Great Trek
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Text by Linda Scholl

All roods may lead to Rome, but only
e leads to the new married student
,sing on the hillside. The entrance,
'Kh 1s very elusive, con be found on
·uth Main Street. If you hove a co r, you
:n follow this winding blacktop rood
wn to E Street, which, thus for , is the
ysection open. However, if your ossign ~nt 1s to write on article about the new
,dent housing and you don 't hove a car,
, walk directly (a lmost ) south of the
Jmpus-and walk-and walk.
You can see the houses located on their
side perch from the old quonset huts.
kloks bore and desolate - almost like on
castle once reigning supreme over the
nd but now abandoned.
The assignment was clear - find out
bout those new houses and the people
who live there - but thoughts of " why
ther?" raced across my mind as I viewed
homes from across the great expanse
retween me and them. The situation
ght have been different hod I been
:en this assignment in the summer. The
irospecls of making it to the site would
ve appeared to be more favorable hod
looked like a grassy green meadow
wluch I could frolick across to reach my
~Imation, but, at this time in November,
·e idea of actually crossing thi s area
:eemed simply absurd. Feeling that I was
: normal, physically fit person , I thought
wnot the heck, why not give it the old
:ollege try. I set my mind to the task and
NOS off. The way was full of dangerous
;tlolls, hummocks, ravines almost
iorges and the like, but with a brisk wind
;having me along , I stumbled nearer ond
1f0rer the site.
What 's this that comes into view? The

ace seemed even more like a castle - one
·rot was surrounded by o fence and a
iool. The prospects of reaching the
om1sed land seemed to be growing
·other dim. Alas, the eye cought sight of
: well trodden path which wos therefore
:11ckly pursued. A worm feeling of great
xh1evement raced through my body.
l,bruptly this feeling of great warmth
;edfrom my very sou l, for ahead appeared
as1gn which seemed to bar the way pro: 1ming, " NO TRESPASSING. " Feeling
1e I had discovered on enemy campsite,
au1Ckly turned to make a hasty departure.
·nen, fearing the wroth of my editor, I
Jeoded that there must be a way, or I
-od better invent one rather quickly.

Following the " moot" around and down
and over, I come across a " bridge" mode
of ce ment slobs. This was indeed on answer
to my prayers I iumped del icotely from
the cliff, daintily crossed the " bridge" and
fought my way up the mounto in on the
other side. SUCCESSI SUCCESSI or were
my thoughts thought in a moment of passing hysteria? There was no one oroundl
The houses were only half complete. Why,
no one cou ld possibly be li vi ng in them.
Were all my efforts in nought - it couldn 't
be - I wouldn 't let it bel
Through tear stricken eyes, I chan ced
to see a blue Volkswagen Beetle virtually
appear from nowhere. Does this mean
that there is actually civi lization close at
hand? The Beet le seemed to move slowly,
steadily, along the hard pocked dirt path
until it bounced as it hit the gorges the
construction machines hod dug up. It
slowly, steadily, plodded along and
rounded a curve which hid it from my
sight. This gave me new courage and a
force welled up within me and pushed me
ahead. If he cou ld try, so cou ld I.
I passed two sections of incomplete
houses, when what to my wondering eyes
shou ld appear not a miniature sleigh and
eight tiny reindeer, but cars: real cars 1
And houses that seemed to be closed in on
all sides and a rood Not a dirt path or a
volley gorged out by the machines, but
the one and only rood that lead s into this
city of paradise.
Feeling more confi dent and sure of
myself, I knocked on the first door with
assurance. I woited- --- NOTHING. Oh well ,
I must hove chosen a home where the
couple hod deci ded to go out for a Sunday
afternoon drive. This I knew was grasping
for any thin thread of sanity that I could
find. I thought , " I'll try again. " I tried
again - and again - and again . Nobody,
but nobody was home-ore they all out
on Sunday afternoon drives? I began to

feel like the poor lost soul in one of Rod
Serling 's movies. I knew that someone
must' be at home. After all , there were
cars I
I began to look around for other signs
of civilization. Dustmops, garbage cons, a
Phosphate Free Detergent box , weight
lifting equipment, a pair of size three
blue shorts, a cot - which insisted on
following me around - all these things
could possibly be in a movie as fake signs
of inhabitation. A cold , shuddering fear
possessed my body. Then , very suddenly
my mind become clear - I regained my
sanity. For there before me lay a rotten
apple core, and I knew that people lived
somewhere very close at hand.
Eight - my lucky number. Up to this
time, my lucky number was seven, but now
all of that is changed. House number
eight, number 417 , Mr. and Mrs. John
Jenn. I knocked - PEOPLE I It was extremely
lucky for me that I met such a nice family
on the very first try. In my great surge
of sudden relief, I'd forgotten all of my
well thought questions. These people were
very kind and patient with me - as were
all the people that I come to interview on
this fateful day. I received their information about the housing and also hod a
chance to gain control of my thoughts
before continuing my quest of finding
people at home and learning all that I
could about the situation in which they
were living.
Naturally, since there was such a controversy at this time about the new student
housing being called " firetraps ," 'this was
the first question by the now curious
" roving reporter. " If you were not familiar
with the issues of the day, a short insert
here will hopefull y be on enlightening
eye opener. Fire morsholl representatives
published allegation s in the news media
that UNI hod foiled to cooperate with their
office regarding the new housing units.
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Robert Porter, UNl 's architect, said that
the routine review process of the State
Fire Marshal 's Office and the Cedar Falls
Fire Prevention Bureau was carried out
during the design phase of the UNI Married
Student Housing Project. Porter also so id
that final formal approval hod come by
letter on Moy 25, 1970, from the office
of the Assistant Fire Marshal. Porter con ceded that Captain Bell , Cedar Falls Fire
Prevention Officer, hod sent a letter on
June 4, 1970, with several recommenda tions ; however, none of these hod to do
with the general arrangement of the
apartments or the location of the fire
hydrants. Reynold J. Hentges of D_es
Moines, Assistant State Fire Marshal ,
said, while in Cedar Falls on Tuesday,
November 9, 1971, that the 278-unit complex of wood frame construction could
burn· down in thirty minutes with a thirtymile-on-hour wind from the right direction.
Photos by D. A Teeter
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How would you feel living in one of these
homes if suddenly a strong wind come up
from nowhere?

Most of the people interviewed felt that
it was something to think about , though
not much could be done about this sorry
fact now. One man said , " When a twentyfive-mile-on-hour wind comes up, I'm going
to carry a sign and march around my
house. You never know if some fanatic
will try to test out the statistics suggested
by the fire deportment. " Another person ,
John Jenn, said that he believed " it could
be a firetrap; however, with a door both
front and bock and now with a fire extinguisher u_nder the steps, the chances
hove been cut. Also, the windows ore

low enough that if we hod to jump , it
would not be that bod. " Steve Schroeder
felt that much concern over whether the
housing was a firetrap could be relieved
if there would hove been a bockrood leading out of the complex. Som Inks wondered " why they didn 't put firewalls
between some of the apartments. " But
then he turned around and answered his
own question by saying that it would " detract from the eye-catching design that
seems so important to some people. "
Mrs. Jaime Gomez , from Chile, felt that
the homes were on answer to their dream.
She felt that there was no longer any
serious fears about them being called
firetraps , since soon each would hove
their own little fire extinguisher.
Most families felt fortunate to be living in the new married student housing.
The greatest single factor may well be the
cut in financial costs from the other places
these people hod previously occupied.
Another factor is the privacy which is
very evident at this time. This holds
especially true for the families who lived
in Bartlett Holl before being able to move
into the Hillside Courts. The Leon Jensens
really enjoy their home for privacy, since
they hod lived in a smaller apartment and
then with her parents for a while. Now,
they hove a place they con coll their own
- for a little while at least. The laundry
facilities were just connected in November,
1971, a very important feature to Mrs.
Jensen and her eight month old daughter.
To others, this situation hos not been
greatly improved because there ore only
eight washers and four dryers to provide
services to the forty lorn ii ies in the complex.
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The very basic fault with th e housing
complex as o whole seems to stem from
the fa ct that only one road leads out of
the area and goes away from the school
rather than toward 11. Also, as of r ight
now, the way to get to and from campus
on fom requires a lot of endurance. During winter I am sure that there will be a
lot of testing to see if the students resid ing at these homes will fight the elements
for an education. Many of the students
do walk to and from school and find 11 a
test at times. Since the Jaime Gomez family
has no car, they miss out a lot on the campus happenings, but " the married students
who do li ve out here are pretty nice and
offer us a nde since they know we ha ve no
means of transpor tation ," they added. The
Steve Schroeder family had a car until an
accident recentl y, and since the w eather
had been cooperating , t hey found that
they could easily walk from here. " We
will have a car available to us after the
Thanksgiving vacation , so we are really
not in bad sh ape," con cluded the

Photos by D. A . Teeter

Schroeders. The unlevel land has caused
a special problem for Sam Inks, though ,
who broke his foot and was still unsecure
on the rough ground. This pedestrian problem does have a foreseeable solution ,
though. There is a $41 ,383 contract for
the construction of a pedestrian access
to the new married student housing facil ities which will be of great help to the
many who live in the complex and have to
make their own path or trai l to campus
now.
Other problems which seem semiserious to this writer, but really of non incidentals to the residents , were discussed openl y. Although the apartments
are unfurnished, it is a problem that most
students have overcome with little difficulty. The Gomez's are really very thankful
to all the people who have donated furnishings for their home. Since they will be
leaving in about ten months to return to
Chi le, they felt that an investment in their
own furniture at this time would not be
worth it. Other " petty" problems of the
new homes are: no storm windows or
storm doors as of yet (November), the
storage areas which were supposed to
be available for the students are not usable
because they are filled with water, there
are drafts from the non-fitting doors, not
enough fa ci liti es for everyone in the complex , and the smallness of the broom
closet - an ironing board will not even
fit into it, but these and other problems
are being worked on by the inventive
students .
As a whole, most families agreed that
no matter where you live there are advantages and disadvantages. They felt that the
new housing had a lot of faults that could
have been prevented, but, as a whole,
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arrangements seemed to be satisfactory.
When this article was written, a
forty of the available one hundred un
were occ upied. The other sixty units w
ready for people to move in , but acco rdi
to the Housing Director, Carl DeChel
the need was not predominant at t
time. These units are open to anyone w
needs in. They were not available u
November l , 1971 , whi ch meant t
many students had already fou nd th
housing for the fall ·semester. Sun
Village is still occupied by residents, b
after the spring semester of 1972, these
homes will be closed.

Leaving the homes, I felt sudde
alone. These people had offered me t
comfort of their homes, and all of th
were very willing to answer· my questio
Now, as I turned to cross the great fi
once again , it began to snow . As the sn
flakes fluttered around my head and
stumbled over the hummocks, a quest1
came suddenly to mind - How had Sa
Inks broken his foot?

rom Soup to Nuts:

e UNI Di ning Centers
Text

by Dean A. Teeter

A food service, by its very name,
implies that its job is to serve food. As
common and mundane as this statement
is , there is controversy as to the service
of the food service. If the food center on
campus is supposed to provide service to
the students, then it should be responsible
for meeting the needs and requirements of
the students. It should be willing to change
in relationship to the students ' wishes.
Why it does or does not change according
to student wishes, is the subject of the
controversy.
Students on the UNI campus believe
that they should be able to set the policies
of the dining services since they ore paying
for the service. The administration feels
that the students should not toke a leading ,
active role in setting policies. Many reasons
for this exist. Among them , the most important is money.

Peace reigns .... .
Before hunger triumphs

The people in charge of the dining
services on campus ore trained professionals that view the total problems and all
encompassing situations. Just as experience counts in a business, they too ore
experienced
people.
However,
most
observers tend to see things from a
narrower viewpoint, viewing only a small
port of the problem and being unwilling
or unable to expand their scope of the
subject. This " tunnel-vision " con be
disosterous to a business if it is to survive.
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A view that is token by a majority of
the students on campus is that the food
service is resistant to change and hos not
changed. Nothing could be further from
the truth. The main problem with students
is this " tunnel-vision " effect. Few hove
been on campus for more than five years
and con , therefore, hove very little basis
for the charges they mo ke.
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When and where the food service
a ctually began seems to be lost in
obscurity, but the main dining service, the
Commons, was built in 1933, at a total
cost of $189,000. This area was the 'local
hang -out " for the students. It also con tained the dining services of the era.
Bartlett Hall was built In 1914, and Lawther
in 1939. These two housing areas were
serviced by the Commons. As our campus
expanded and enrollment increased , more
space was needed. Campbell Hall was
built in 1951 , and a dining serv ice was
part of that structure from the beginning.
The Regents complex was built in two
stages, in 1965 and 1966, at a total cost
of $1 ,806 ,000. The Towers were added
to the campus In 1969, at a total of
$1 ,700,000.
When the food service actually began,
it was sort of a " shirt tail " operation ,
and there seem to be no real records as
to its operation and philosophy. Years
ago, all of the meals were served to the
students , who " dressed " for each meal. It
was a type of service that is commonly
found in restaurants today. Even in the
early l 960's, the dining service was still
on a family style basis and the menu was
very limited in its selection. John Zahari ,
director of the UNI Dining Servi ces,
exp la ins the menu :
" The usual rule in menu planning was
one entree, one potato, one vegetable,
one salad , and one dessert. In addition ,
rigid rules were in effect to limit patrons
to seconds on only potatoes and vegeta bles (at night) and two salads. In addition ,
a person could never get more than one
bowl of soup or chili or, in fa ct, even a
little more of a helping of these items.
Sandwiches, such as hamburgers and
grilled cheese, also were limited to one.
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For breakfast we never offered bacon or
sausage in combination with eggs, waffles
or pancakes. Late breakfast also consisted
of simply a breakfast roll or doughnut
(one) and beverage. "

In 1965, when this menu g,
used , only one type of salad we<
pared. Mr. Zahari said, Studen•
always have two salads . but
type of salad would be prepared

IA vita min fortified fruit drink was
n,a e available in the dining
roo ms and steak was introduced

into the menu once every third
week at the suggestion of

YOUR EDUCATION

is incomplete unless
you have looked
at what we carry
at
THE CUPBOARD

THE
CUPBOARD
VARIETY
STORE
2217 College St.
ph : 277-9847

Dr. J.W. Maucker.
was tossed, jello, or cottage cheese,
would depend upon the day. " Only one
•ype of eac h dish was prepared for each
meal. If a student did not like the vegetable
'hat they were serving, he didn 't even
hove the choice of another vegetable. The
some held true for the meat , potatoes,
salad, or dessert.
Mr. Zohori said, " As a resu lt, this
rather in flexible position gave rise to a
,ertain a moun t of dissatisfaction in the
various food units in the form of numerous
compla ints from the students. " Meetings
followed bet ween the director of the dining
services and student groups from the
dorms. Zo hori stated, " At about the midpoint of the first semester of 1967, we
mode a modest start in the direction of
Iota/ food service improvement by permit '1ng a second portion of hamburgers , other
hot sandwic hes , soup, and chili. A vitamin
fortified frui t drink was mode available in
'he din ing rooms and steak was introduced
,nto the menu once every third week at
'he suggest ion of Dr. J. W. Moucker."
While this was toking pla ce, John
Zohari and others associated with the food
service on campus were busily trying to
ncarporote other things into the menus.
The idea of serving steak was such a popular one that it was moved up to once every
her wee k · in the spring of 1968. Th~
breakfast menus were enlarged to include
bacon and eggs or sausage. Pancakes and
French toast were served more often and
comb ined with meat. Seconds or larger
Portions of sandwiches or casseroles
Were offered at the noon meal , and a
variet y of potatoes were tried on different

nights; French fried , mashed , American
fried , or baked , depending on the meat
being served.
Mr. Zohori stated, " When the Regents
addition was built in 1967, we gained as
port of that addition , l 0,000 square feet
of storage space that enabled us to develop a commissary type of storage faci lity.
We hod to buy, prior to that time, for all
of our food units on a somewhat day-to-day
basis. The larger the quantities you buy in ,
at the wholesale level, of course, the more
money you save. As on outgrowth, we
were able to expand the menu in 1967, by
putting on a second entree. Then gradually
we expanded the selection of potatoes
and vegetables. "

500 From Which To Choose I
(Engraved FREE while you wait)

Another ch ange that took place in the
food service was the hours of serving.
The Saturday breakfast was moved bock a
half hour to accommodate those wishing
to sleep later, yet, get up to eat breakfast .
The meal s at Saturday noon used to be
served from 11 :00-12:30, but, due to
numerous co mplaints, the hours were
cha nged to 11 :30-1 :00. Sunday dinner
was served from 12:l 5-1 :15, but this
servi ng time was also moved to 11 :301:00, to allow those people who didn 't go
to church to eat somewhat earlier.

Royce Shoes

In 1970, the dining service provided a
better choice of desserts and started serving steaks once every week; however,
this practice wa s dropped recently because
of the number of complaints that the food
service was serv ing steak too often. The
cost hod also become too prohibitive to
continue.

4th & Parkade•Downtown
Cedar Falls

Crossroads
Waterloo
Exclusively Ladies
and Girls Shoes
Large Selection
of Styles
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Mr. Zahari said, " The major accomplishment on our part was the extension of
the basic menu. " Although the menu has
been changed and students are allowed to
take more, there are still comp laints . A
complaint of discrimination came from
Campbell Hall to which Zahari an swered,
" The residents say we are fudging on the
portions at Campbell beca use it's an all
women 's din ing se rvice. We aren 't ... it's
just that they don 't take as much. The same
basic portion is made available to both
men and women. "

One of the
functions that the
dining services
provide

•

IS

part-time iobs
on campus.

A recent development on the UNI
campus is the Campus Food Service Committee. This committee is made up of
representati ves of the dormitories and
food se rvice administrators. Started severa l
years ago , under another name, the committee has been fairl y successful in implementing new ideas and practices.
When students have something to
complain about or su ggest a change in
the food service, they contact the Food
Service Committee. These people then
d iscuss with the administration the ideas
that the students have. " To incorporate
their ideas might be too expensive, but
we st ill like to hear them . It ma y lead to
another suggestion or idea that ma y work,"
said Zahari .
One such idea that was brought up
by the committee was of havi ng carbonated
beverages on an unlimited basis, like milk.
Although it sounded pretty far-fetched and
expensive, the idea was investigated and
it was put into use at the beginning of the
1971 spring semester. Said Zahari , " When
the pop was first introduced, ... the consumption of milk dropped off very sharply,
but once the novelty wore off, a more
reasonable balance was established. "
The Campus Food Service Committee
was also responsible for the pancake,
French toast , spaghett i, and chi li su ppers.
These su ppers are on alternate weekends
and the student may have as much as he
likes of the main entree . This works best ,
of cou rse, on weekends, not only because
it saves money, since many students go
home, but also becau se the preparation
would be too great if all the people had to
be fed . Time has much to do with preparation , since it takes a while to make 2,000
pancakes . The ethnic menus w ere al so a
direct result from this committee, which
also features German and Mexican meals
at the present time.
With the 1970-71 school year came the
chan ce to select a board option. The
alternate to the full board was the chance
not to take the breakfast meal s. This
resu lted in a savings of $40 a year for the
student who enters into this agreement .
John Zahari stated , " Being able to offer
this other board option is a real significant change . Perhaps it will make living in
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the dorm a little more attractive
lea st more so than when th
mandatory 20-meal program."
Recentl y the Food Service
ran a survey to obtain the r
dents had to seve ral board opf
tion na ires were filled out by 3,1
4,152 students that live in the
board options and percentage
looked like this:
l.
2.
3.
4.

20 meals 25.3%
No breakfast 36.8%
No weekend meals 5.9\1
No breakfast or week
meals 21 .9%
5. No noon meal 10.1%

Sa id Zahari , " It was interesting
same relationship held true in
dining centers, with some small
of the percentage of people voting flY
option. With the number of people
home on weekends, the no wee
no noon meals were surprisingly low
Board at UNI is currently $550
academic year of 1971-72. In 1
board rate was only $470, or $SI
Due to inflation all around, the 1
not reall y out of line. Zohori sod.
increase in the board rote covered
increased cost of food. It did not c
increase in salaries and wages dur
sa me period. " Student wages ore
under 40% and regular employees
are up 40 % from 1966-67. Other
in the dining services ore up 70%
that of just five years ago. Boord
UNI compare favorably to the other
institutions. Iowa's board rote 5
higher and Iowa State's rote is $14
" As I understand it, " said Zohon,
State is ba ck where we were in 1967
with only o ne entree and no c
UNI is doing something right.
One of the main functions
dining services provide is port-time ·
campus. Usually 275 students ore
during the academic year. About
these ore girls and some people fell
there is discrimination of wages
the moles and females. Mr. Zohori
It's entirel y possible that the d
(wag e difference) may still be in
the sense that the men , of course,
hea vier, dirtier jobs. " Students ore
in the food service by what type cl
they do. Class II people ore moinlr
help and dish-u p people. Their
$1 .60 per hour, the minimum wage.
Ill ore the runners, people who carry
to the line and milkboys. Closs IV
cook 's assistants, dishwashers, and
dians. Class Ill starts at $1 .65 per
Class IV starts at $1.70 per hour.
of 5 ce nts co me ofter the first, thrd,
fourth semester of work.
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Most of the people in Closs II ore the
women resi dents. Very few ore in the
higher classes of personnel. However, a
female coul d possibly be a runner or dishwasher 1f she could handle the job. If the
1ob Is avail able and she wonts it, she hos
as much rig ht as the mole.
Last yea r, several efficiency experts
were ca lled In from Chicago to determine
how they cou ld run the food services more
effectively Not only did they determine
labor needs to see if money could be saved ,
but also held " hearings " about the dining
services.
One of the complaints was about
mystery meat. " I hod never been able
o figure out just what this was so I asked
Mr. Zo hori. His response was, " Mystery
meat? . as I understand it ... it is really
a generic term. It is kind of a catch -all
thing that they use to describe something
they don t porticulorily core for or which
may be ca mouflaged, in a sense, in that
they don t recognize it, (because) it is not
in its most easily recognizable form. "
Wh en the " experts " asked students
what they w ould do if they were in charge
of the food services , they were at a complete loss of words. Myself, I would make
all of those that complained go eat high
school hot- lunch " for two weeks. Mr.
Zahori sum med it up by saying , " It is easy
to cr1t1c1ze, but it's pretty hard to come up
With some concrete recommendations
that ore constructive. "
I asked Mr. Zohori about the possibil ity of hav ing beer available in the dorms
if the Iowa low allowed 18-yeor-olds com ~ete rights as adults. He said , " It would
0 little difficult to put it out on on
~hncont rolled basis, because of the fact that
' ere wou ld be a few underage students.
Woul d hove reservations about making it
available fo r the noon meal , and, obviously,
not for breo kfost. "

Photos by D. A Teel er

With the new Campus Food Service
Committee and other interested parties
talking over the subject, it is certain that
other changes will toke place in the
Campus Food Service. Since we ore in a
democracy, and a democracy is slow and
plodding , we cannot expect to see radical
changes overnight ; however, with constant
prodding the changes ore sure to come.
Mr. Zohori stated , " We try to provide for
their needs, basically as the student sees
them , so that we con fill that need ... again
within budgetary requirements. There ore
some points beyond which we cannot go.
If they ore reasonable, practical , and con
be incorporated within the present financial structure, we certainly hope to do so."
The final thing I heard in the food servi ce was one cook at the Towers answering
a criti cism about the steak : " I just cripple
him and head him onto the grill I"
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Take A Look Around ....

Phc·,is
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Nu dity On the
UNI Cam pus
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Text by Ginger Ogden
NUDITY? YES, NUDITY. BUT HERE IN
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA? CERT AINLY 1 When
126 trees ore removed , that makes the
campus naked.
Just this fall 61 trees were sa vagely
shorn from the central campus area , g1v1ng
a barren and artless appearance to the
v1cin1ty. Fifty-seven more trees were ripped
from the biological preserve , with seven
being severed from the UNI golf course,
and one being cut from university rental
property. The cu lprit - Dutch elm disease.
But all of this rennovat1on was imperative and it took place in the short span of
approxi mately two weeks. A private firm
handled this large project at a cost of
$8,808 , accord ing to Ed Bailey, Campus
Service Supervisor. There ore still five
trees in the area adjacent to the Campanile
that must be removed. This, however,
should only take about two days and UN l's
own Ground 's Department will remove an
additional 31 small elms from the golf
course and 5 from the quonset hut vicinity.
Dutch elm disease is caused by a
fungus carried by bark beetles. As this
disease progresses there is wilting and
yel lowing of the leaves until most of them
fall off . The method used to control the
disease is to destroy all diseased trees,
as is being done here at UNI.
In the fall of 1970, a previous l 20
trees were token, also victi ms of Dutch
elm disease, but at this time 170 new
trees were also planted. Removal of the
once stately elms has caused a marked
change in the appearance of the campus,
though it was a necessity. The operation
was performed neatly, quickly, but not
painlessly, as there were no new trees
planted this yea r to take their place. Once
more lack of fund s is the villa in.
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Behind the Scenes

Appleseed

" Appleseed " was the presentation c·
UNl 's Young People 's Theatre 0•
December 9- l l . It was the story of fo,
hero John Chapmon , who planted opp
seeds as he traveled across America .
This was a production emphosizinc
that " Johnny Appleseed ," as he come.;
be known, was a man of peace. His lift
was dramatized chronologically, fro~
when he was a little boy with "strong,
ideas " until he was on old man of 7:
Three different actors portrayed Johnny c
the various stages of his life.
The very unique quality about "Appleseed " was that scenery and other specie
effects were projected onto a screen or
the stage. A picture of Johnny as o bo
was projected , then the light behind t~
screen come up to reveal a real Johnn
who mode his entrance from behind th
screen area.
The apple was very symbolic in th<
production. It stood for peace, the peoet
Johnny preached of during his life. Th
apple was projected on the screen, but c
turmoil and war drove the characters
the ploy apart, the apple, which hod "
definite peace symbol as its core, als
broke apart. This was in fact a ver
anti-war ploy, almost preachy in the s1m
plicity of its motives, yet it was very enjo
able and worthwhile.
At the Saturday matinee, the mai
floor, front center section , was compos
mostly of children. They seemed to
involved with the ploy, and since it wo
for the Young People 's Theatre, perho
its preachy nature was not so oppore
to them.

Johnny tells the people of the wonder of the apple.
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Many UNI students also sow the pr
duction , and like everyone who attend
" Appleseed ," received on apple butt
proclaiming , " Enjoy Applesl The Sm1I
Fruit! " " Appleseed " was a good pla
The subject matter was good and on
could get quite a different view of t
apple. Hove you ever thought of the oppl
as.the fruit of peace?

re on the Un ion

orch1tecturol assets of the Un ion
put to use when the Honors Program
on afternoon and on evening
nee of "Shakespeare on the
Cktober 16. The evening perwas illuminated by large torches
were especially good for effect. The
followed the players around
top of the Union as excerpts from
~ were staged at different places

President Kamerick gave a very short
address . His reason for this was the extremely cold weather; he didn 't want the
headlines of the next day 's newspapers
to read " 2000 Freeze at UNl's Tree Lighting Ceremony. " Kamerick 's daughter threw
the switch to light the huge tree, and after
a short selection of Christmas songs by
the UNI Concert Chorale, the crowd adjourned to hot chocolate, cookies , and
Christmas carols inside the Union.

Team members swam a total of about
130,000 yards, with one man in the pool
at all times . This man and three of his
team members took turns swimming
lengths totaling 500 yards . There were
several teams so the entire squad could
participate.
A group of 24 girls, the newly-formed
Pantherettes, helped keep time and count
laps for the swimmers. The Pantherettes
will be timers and judges during UNl 's
home meets.

ts from "Macbeth " were first ,

by

a magnificent rendition of
Ills opening soliloquy. The
then moved on to watch Ri chard 's
encounter with Lady Anne. Next
e,es from " Othello" were preThe grand finale was a modern
10n of various ports of " Hom let ."
interpretation cha ro cters were
let and his father 's ghost com with one another while riding
around the stage area , and Hamlet
point hod a terrific John Wayne
as he faced down Loe rt es.

McGovern

experimental production directed
Gray lasted approximately 45
. It was a very exciting experience
attending.

'Ho'

Christmas season officially began
lkliversity of Northern Iowa com pus
. Thursday, December 2, with the
111nuol Christmas tree Iighting cereSponsored by the Union Activities
the program took place outside the
corner of the University Un ion .
of ceremonies Carol Ann Brown
nd, UAB president, greeted the
and introduced President John J.
and Dr. John Eiklor.

theme of Dr. Eiklor's address was
for a phrase importing the real
of Christmas. After searching
several sources, he found on overe of trite, commercialized, and
less phrases, none representing
feeling that the word " Christmas "
e"o«e. Dr. Eiklor reached the conthat the true essence of Christmas
be "on intensifying of love."

Santa and his elves made a short visit
to University Hall in the UNI Union for the
enjoyment of the children of students and
faculty. Free films and a group of Christmas
cartoons were shown to close the festivities
for the young members of the University
community.

UNI Swim-A- Thon

The Northern Iowa swimming season
was initiated this year with a 24-hour
swimming marathon . This swim-a-thon
was held October 28, in conjunction with
Homecoming festivities. The purpose of
the marathon was two-fold, to raise money
for the UNI Athletic Scholarship Fund and
to acquaint students with this year 's swim
team. Said Coach Glen Henry, " We don 't
open up here at home until January, so
we wanted to give fans a chance to see
our team now."

Thursda y, January 13, brought South
Dakota
Democra ti c Senator
Georg e
McGovern to the UNI Campus. Sena tor
McGovern , a conten der for the Democra t ic
. Pres id ential no mination, spo ke to an
ent husia stic crowd of abo ut 2000 .
The senato r set two aim s for t he
November elec tion s: to retire Presi dent
Ni xon , and , with everyon e's effo rt s, to
create a new kind of leadership with mo re
humane and decent goal s. McGovern
intends to dedica te the g overnm ent to
tel ling t he Am erica n people the truth,
pull o ut of Viet Na m " lock, stock, and
barrel," declare a general amnesty fo r all
you ng men, create a more useful GI bill ,
guaran tee job o pportu nities fo r those who
wan t to w ork , continue the space prog ra m
at a leve l fo r scientific val ue and not for
prestige , continue rest r ictions o n
ma riju a na unti l we ha ve mo re knowledge,
recogn ize the nation of Bangladesh, an d
toke steps to improve the situa tion of
wom en's right s.
Senator M cGovern sa id everyt hing a
good president 101 hope! ul shou ld say on a
campaign stop at UN I, but then , who slops
at UN I?
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BEHIND THE SCENES

Home Economics State Conference
Held at UNI

" The post cannot be changed, the
future is in your power," was the theme for
the Student Home Economics Association
Stole Conference which was held Nove mber 5-6, at UNI. Attending the event were
some 130 students from seven Iowa
colleges and universities offering home
economic programs . Topics for discussion
included environment, legislation, the role
of women, youth today, and international
concerns.
The conference started at 8 p.m. Friday
evening in the Science Building . UNI Professor of Biology, Dr. Robert Goss, delivered
a lecture and slide presentation of " Environment - A Century of Turmoil. " Mr.
Norman Story of the UNI Counseling
Center spoke on abortion and its legislation . Loter there was interaction and
discussion among the home economics
majors in the Lowther Holl lounges, where
refreshments were served.
Saturday morning began with a breakfast and a tour of the Home Economics
Deportment . At 9 o .m. in University Holl
North and South , greetings were delivered
by Dr. Edwa rd Voldset h and Dr. Ma ri lyn
Story, Head of the Home Economics Dept. ,
UNI.

The Rider Holl resident said •
was doing this as his small way
others and for the personal so ,
it gave him. He hod the backing of h
for this project. Koerpench per
distributed the treats to the yo,.;
in the hospitals with the help of s
friends. Regardless of his costume .
Koerperi ch was in spirit "the Great
kin " for many hospitalized tots

A short business meeting was held
before the main event of the morning, a
panel dis cussio n about " The Role of
Women " in today's society, began. Several
different roles were advocated by members
of the panel. Loter Mrs. Enid Wortman ,
county extension specialist from Council
Bluffs and Coordinator of the IHEA District Organization lead on informal discussion on " You - Future Powerl " The
conference concluded with a noon
luncheon served in Uni versity Holl.
Coordinating the conference along
with the UNI student chapter of home
economics were Miss Joan Loughlin and
Mrs. LeDonno Shouse, both UNI Assistant
Professors of Home Economics. Schools
attending the UNI based conference included Iowa State, the University of Iowa ,
Iowa Wesleyan , Morycrest College, Simpson
College, and William Penn College.

UNI Student Ploys "Great Pumpkin "

Unlike Linu s, the Charles Schultz
"Peanuts " character, who waits ,n vain
each Halloween for "the Great Pumpkin "
to appear, children 1n the Cedar FoilsWaterloo hospitals got their reword.
Joseph Koerperich , a University of Northern Iowa health and physical education
senior, collected donations of odd change
in the men 's residence halls to buy candy
and treats for children hospitalized on
this traditional " beggars ' night. " " Little
things con do more for people than some
realize, " said Koerperich . " Kids in the
hospitals can 't go out, so I figured as long
as people bring Christmas to them, why
not bring Halloween. "
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The annual pumpkin carving
brought many interesting entries
first place winners Kathy Moe
Rick Thompson show their pr1zepumpkins.

Use Our Parking Lot Behind Our Store
and Our Rear Entrance & Check-Out

HARRISON·s
VARIETY DEPT. STORE
Stop in and see our Record Dept.
ALL THE LATEST HITS IN 45's
Large and Complete Selection of Albums
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On The Parkade
313 - 315 Main
Phone 266-5444

Complete Selection of
HEAL TH & BEAUTY AIDS
All at Discount Prices
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UNI Adm,n,strative Post Established

The appointment of Dr. Fred Lott,
.'vers1ty of Northern Iowa professor of
• hemotics, to the newly established
· 110n of assistant vice-president, oco:tmIc affairs, was approved by the State
,:xird of Regents at their meeting in Cedar
:: s. Effective November l 5, the appoint·
·en! Is half-time administrative for the
::odem1c year and full-time administrative
he summer period . This new position
·eooces the position of dean of under·
raduole studies, a full-time post which
sbeen eliminated.
Lolls primary administrative responsiIes will be in the broad area of curricuplus special projects and general
1nislrotive assistance to the viceesdenl and provost, Dr. Mortin. A
ber of the UN I faculty since 1949,
54-yeor-old Lott is the co-author of
mathematics textbook, " Elementary
lys1s, and other publications. He
previously served as a special assistoformer UN I president J. W. Moucker,
chairman of the UNI Athletic Board ,
on on interinstitutional " Committee
Nine on analysis of instructional costs.

UNI Hosts Elementary Leaders
Co nference Nov. 19

Elementary ed ucators from throug hout
Iowa attended the 21st annual University
of Northern Iowa Elementary Leaders
Conference held Nov. 19 in the Commons
Ballroom at UNI. " Pupil Performance vs.
Public Expectation " was the theme of the
conference which was sponsored by the
UNI deportment of curriculum and instruction. Conference participants examined
such questions as : " Hove the schools
foiled to identify and focus on major goals
for educating the children of America?"
and " Is the public sure of the goals they
seek for educating their children?" The
keynote speaker was William Forsberg ,
president of the Notional Association of
Elementary School Principals .
The format of the conference included
the address by Forsberg , a break-up into
smaller discussion groups, luncheon, and
a " Response to Critical Concerns " with
Dr. Mox Hosier, UNI Professor of Educa tion , presiding.

UN I Student s Set Two World Reco rds
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Theatre had a un ique
" Man of La Mancha ."

Donald Kaul

Two UNI stu dents set a new 'end urance" record far pla ying ping pong dur ing
!he w eekend of November 12-14. Everylh ing began w hen Russell Si nrom , a senior,
and Bri on All ers, a sop homore, read a
new s clipping abo ut lw o Des Mo in es ping
pong pla yers who sel a record lost summer
by plo yi ng for 27 co nsecut Ive hou rs.
Rul es on pi ng pong morolhons state
tho! the part icipan ts con sit or lie down,
jusl as lonq as !hey kee p the boll in motion .
So, in the spirit of adventure, Si nram and
All ers set oul w it h 48 hours as thei r to rge .
Plo y in g In he N oe hr en Hall ma in
lo un ge, !he tw o conl inued for 35 hours, al
w hich l ime Brion Al lers had to g ive up,
having hod onl y tw o sa ndw iches. How ever, Sinrom co nl 1nued w ith a slond-in
lo ma ke 40 hours, esl obl 1shing bot h ind ivid ual and dou bles records.
During thi s w eekend of ot tiv1t y, the
two sel f-sl yled " pi ng pong freaks foun d
many new ways of plo ying ping pong.
Remember , its fas! becoming the 1nl rno I iona I sport I

Donald Kaul who writes the doily
" Over the Coffee " column for the Des
Moines Reg is ter appeared at UNI Thursday
evening, December 16, for on " Evening
Over the Coffee ."
Kaul was sponsored by the Forums
Committee of the Union Activities Board.
His informal session also brought to light
the fact that he might be moving to Washington , D.C. in the near future.

It Pays to Play
And it Pays YOU to Trade
at

SPORT SHOP

615 Commercial St.
WATERLOO, IOWA
Phone 234-8702
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"La Mancha' '
--lnspiri n

Cervantes dons garb ....
90

becoming Don Quixote

Text by Ginger Ogden

Do you no longer believe in the goodness of mankind? The
quest for truth and vi rtue? Have you become cynical and distrustful?
11 so, you shou ld have seen
" Man of La Mancha " and your faith
ould have been renewed.
Man of La Manc ha " is the play with all those inspiring songs,
uch as " The Impossible Dream " and the title song, which gives
oneo feel ing of exhil aration and inspiration. It is based on Cervantes '
novel Don Quixote and is very much a play within a play. The
~orna is set 1n sixteent h century Seville where author Miguel de
ervantes and his servant have iust been imprisoned as the play
unfolds. The backgrou nd music is alive with the sound of castanets
nd the very rh ythmic and buoyant resonan
ce of the orchestra.
n We learn that Cervantes and his servant are being held by the
quisition for trying to foreclose on a church and as soon as the
uards I
eave, Cerva ntes and the servant are set upon by the motley
r1sone
h
.
.
.
e is on\rs w o decide to have a mock trial. Cervantes explains that
Yan actor and poet , but they wont to take all that he hos,
15
1
de ~n Y valu able possession being a manuscript which they nearly
s roy unt il he remi nds them that they were going to try him.

Thus the trial begins and Cervantes is charged with having
ideals, being on honest man , and being a bad poet. To these first
two charges he pleads guilty, declaring , " I have never hod the
courage to believe in nothing ," but to the charge of being a bod
poet, he says he will hove to act it out. Reaching into the large trunk
that was brought into prison with him, he begins to apply makeup
and dons a different garb right on stage, thereby becoming the
dauntless knight Don Quixote, who immediately breaks into the
in spiring I om I, Don Quixote.
The stage ha s now been set for the drama. Cervantes is instructing the prisoners about his fictional character Don Quixote, while
some of the prisoners also become actors in the drama of Quixote.
The Don fights his dragon , which is really a windmill, then he,
accompanied by faithful , tireless Sancho, sees a castle, which, of
course, is iust on inn. As the two travelers enter, Quixote sees the
servant-whore Aldonza , but to him she is the beautiful woman of
hisdreoms - Dulci neol Quixote sings the beautiful song " Dulcinea "
to Aldonza , as all of the rough, vu lgar men in the inn ore dumbfounded by the way Quixote is regarding this crude serving girl.
When the disillusioned knight lea ves, these coarse men make fun
of Aldonza by singing a mocking and bawdy version of " Dulcinea "
to her.
Later Quixote tells Sancho that a knight must hove a lady, so
Sancho is sent with a message for " Dulcinea ." When Sancho
rea ches her, she is crudely eating and does not understand
Quixote 's letter or his protestations of love, unaccustomed to being
treated as anything but a trollop. Perplexed at this situation, she
sings " What Does He Wont of Me?"
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Bock at the castle Quixote tells us that " facts ore the enemies
of truth when told that there hove been no knights for over 300
years. Still undaunted , the Don continues his adventures and thinks
he hos found In the barber the man with the golden helmet. This
legendary helmet was supposed to protect people from all things,
but in octuol1ty 11 was Iust o tin wash bosin. All of the people ore
laughing and r1dicul1ng Quixote, but he remains firm in his beliefs
and insists on becoming o knight and holding o vigil in the inn he
believes to be o castle.

Hearing of his sacred vigil, Aldonza confronts Quixote hoping
to understand him and why he insists on colling her Dulcinea . As
to his reason for the vigil, he soys, " I hope to odd some measure of
glory to the world. " He describes in length what duty and his quest
means to him and then sings " The Impossible Dream " for
" Dulcinea. " The audience is in o state of ambivalence. They wont to
believe in and with Quixote, yet they, too, con understand that
Aldonza wonts to be seen for what she really is.
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Fighting ..for her identity, Aldo~zo sings the sod story of h•
beginnings , Born On o Dungheop, which bores her philosoph
life as Quixote continues on his quest. Next the Don meets yh
" Knight of Mirrors," the enchontor knight who wears on orn!,
and elaborate helmet inlaid with mirrors. These mirrors ore ~h
m-irrors of reality and Quixote will see reality if he looks d1 rectl
0
this knight. But like the dragon and Dulcinea , this encho ntor kn;
doctorg
the
really
is
and
is also just in the Don 's imagination
disguise.

The doctor and Quixote's family hove been tryi ng to I
out of his dream world of dragons, knights, and cou rage, b
the Don is sick, confused, and almost broken , as he has
brought bock to harsh reality and no longer remembers his
even when Aldonza comes to see him and tries to mok
remember by singing " Dulcinea. " But eventually Quixote rerne
his quest and his finale is singing " The Impossible Dream " bef
falters and dies, inspiring Aldonza to declare that her no
Dulci nea.

Cerva ntes portrayal of Quixote is now over as we ore brought
k to the reality of the prison, where the charges ore read again st
b(JC antes and his servant. A s they ore led out by the lnquisitioners,
~~e 15 a sol ute to Cervantes by the rest of the prisoners.
Mo n of Lo Mancha " is completed. It was a very good produc-

• n put on by the UNI Music Theatre November 18-20 and 22-23,

10hich lasted for two hours with no intermission
, though one was
;efinitely not needed . The students did on excellent job with their
dual roles and it was a balanced blen_d of artistic singing ability
nd dra ma The role of Cervantes/ Quixote was ployed by Bruce
~heney, a 1967 UNI graduate. He hod a full, expressive voice and
his acting ab ility was very remarkable as he vaci llated from
Cervantes to a believable portrayal of the old knight-errant,
Quixote. In the performance I sow, Lourie Price was Aldonza . She
gave O tremendously sensual execution of her role as Aldonza the
whore. Connie Glover ployed the port of Aldonza in some of the
performances.
Faithf ul servant Sancho was humorously enacted by John Steffa.
During th e ploy he put on a seemingly convincing limp and used a
rutch: however, his ca pable abilities never let the audience know
•hat this was not port of the role of Sancho, as Steffa hod broken
his foot and w as using the crutc h out of necessity. In fa ct, I liked
him using a ru tch and thought it added to the performance .
Mon of Lo Mancha " was unquestionably on excellent choice
for production at a university. " Lo Mancha " hos power, majesty,
ond idealism It 1s a ploy noble in thought and particu larly appealing
•opeople w ho hove become disillusioned or cynical. It is a type of
reinforcem ent encou raging us that all is not lost or forgotten , but it
did not preo h, scold , or repri mand . " Lo Mancha " wa s hope .
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Best in the Midwest

Text by Deon A. Teeter
The UNI womens field hockey team
d a record of 5-0-1 going into the state
me nt at Ames in November. The
~rna
.
U I team swept three straight games 1n
1 zing weathe r and high winds to copree the 1971 Women 's State Field Hockey
•ure
(harnp1onsh1p. Under the brilliant coochng of Dr . Elinor Crowford, the womens
•earn 1mproved vastly over that of a year
090 and improved tremendou sly near the
end of the season.
The UNI Women 's Physical Education
Department 1s among the best in the
Midwest today. The women that compete
10 field hoc key ore among the best in the
department. Therefore, one would think
that the women who compete on the
hockey tea m ore among the best in the
Midwest. If th e teams from Iowa State,
University of Iowa, Grinnell, and Luther
ore an y indicat ion (and they ore) this is
true. It is bocked by the fine performan ce
hese women hod at the state tourname nt
his year. They mode a three ga me sweep
to become the 1971 Iowa State Field
Hockey Champ ions and hove a trophy to
prove itl
Hard work usually pays off fo r athletes
ond 1n this case it most certainly did. These
wornen practiced four hours a week in
all types of weather. When field hockey is
ployed, most of the time is spent in running
up and down the field. Since the field is
100 yards long, there is very little rest and
hese women must be in excellent physical

Row

condition . To be able to run the offense
and counter on defense for 70 minutes
is quite on accomplishment and to be able
to do it better than the other teams in the
state is even more of on accomplishment.
Field hockey is a very demandin g
sport, requiring both endurance and
strategy. The regulation ploying time is
70 minutes and is divided into two halves.
The time con be less if the captains agree
upon the time before the game starts.
Ploy does not stop except in the case of
personal injury, penalties, or the ball
going out of bounds. In all coses, except
personal injury, ploy resumes immediately.
A player is still considered able to ploy
even if her stick is broken during ploy.
Ploy will always resume within five
minutes, even ofter a member hos been
injured. There ore no substitutio ns permitted.
During the regular season, the women 's
field hockey team ployed six games. The
scores of these games were:

UN I
UN I
UN I
UNI
UN I
UNI

2
3
3
1
l

3

Iowa Wesleyan
Graceland
Grinnell
Luther
University of Iowa
Iowa State

0

2
l
0
1
0

Most of the scoring is done by the five
people in the forward line; however, the
halfbacks may score but this occurs less

often. During the regular season Jon Meier
scored seven times, Brenda Coffield three
times, Jon Hougon twice, and Teresa
Roth once.
During the State Tourname nt in Ames
at the beginning of November, UNI ployed
Grinnell, University of Iowa, and Iowa
State University. In the first game, UNI
beat Grinnell by a score of l to 0, with
Jon Hougon scoring. The score of the
second game was UNI l and University of
Iowa 0 . Brenda Coffield scored. The championship pitted UNI against Iowa State
University. Jon Meier scored 2 and Lois
Hortman l. The final score was 3 to 0.
UNI hos hod a field hockey team for
the post four years. Dr. Elinor Crowford,
coach of the field hockey team, hod this to
soy about them: " I think this is the best
team we hove had since I started. It is a
well-balanced team defensively and offensively. "
When asked about the prospects for
next year, Dr. Crowford stated, " I om not
too discouraged. I think we con rebuild
the front line, though it will be difficult
since there ore some kids leaving who
hove ployed for the lost three years. Freshmen ore not allowed to ploy. There is good
potential in the other kids. I om on eternal
optimist. "
Next year, UNI will lose seven of the
girls who ployed this year because of
graduatio n. A strong defense will be retained, but the offense will have to be
built up. If the hard work and dedication
continues , UN! should hove another championship team.

1-(L

Destival · ta R. Ca m e Sorenson , Teresa

Roth, Deb Busch, Kris Meyer, Diane Sulentic , Sue Stolbo , Lois Hartman . Row 2-(L.
to R.) Terry Engler, Jan Meier, Cindy Ohlsen , Dar
Cra 1 , Teresa Al len, Myra Rasmussen, Linda Brinker!. Row 3-(L. to R.) Twyla Cornell,
Janan Haugen, Brenda Coffield, ..byce /w::Jore, Jan Thompson , Jill Little, Coach
ward .
Dr .
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•

Second 1n NCC
UNI O - Dra ke 28

October 9, I 971
Stot,st,cs

Text by Dean A. Teeter
First downs
Yards Rushing
Yards Passing
Yards Returned
Posses
Punts
Fumbles Lost
Yards Penalized

UNI

Dre,

7

23
162
238
78
22 45
936 2
2
85

58
126
67
12-29-1
13-40
3
103

UN I and Droke ployed even boll ur·
the third quarter of this contest. A 52-yo'
poss ploy put the Bu ll dogs on the scor
board and ended UN l's hopes for ono!h
shutout victory_ A recovered fumble
the first half, deep in Drake 's territo
was the only threat UNI mode in the go!TI
The offense fizzled and the 35-yord f
goal attempt was no good. UNI WC
bombed from the air and was out- mote
completely in the final quarte r.
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UNI lost its first conference ballgame
and it sent them to a third place position
in the NCC race. UNI scored first as Al
Wichtendohl romped 43 yards on a
quarterback sneak and Gene Diet rich
kicked the field goal when the offense
went dry. The only other score for UNI
come in the fourth quarter when Wichtendohl hit Skartvedt from the 13-yord line.
The Panthers faked the PAT and Jim
O'Donnell hit Jim Gorsh in the endzone
for 2 points.

UNI. 10 - N.D.U 23

Qtober 30, I 971
Stot1st1cs
Fir~! Downs
Yords Rushing
Yords Passing
Yards Returned
Posses
Punts
Fumbles Los
Yards Penol1zt'd

UN. I. 21 - Morn,ngs,de 0

tober 16, 1971
Stotist1cs
UNI
First Down
11
Yards Ru•h1ng
120
Yards Po• ng
l 06
Yards Retur ,ed
64
Passes
5-17-2
Punts
7- 4 l
Fumbles Lo •
2
Yards P nol zed
63

Morn1ng s1de
13
145
82
8

to split-end Dave Horskomp for a 60-yord
T.D. Scott Evans, defensive end, fell on a
loose boll in the Morningside endzone
for another touchdown before the half
ended. UNI scored in the fourth quarter
when Wichtendohl tossed a 12-yord poss
to Lorry Skartvedt with 7 minutes remaining. Gene Dietrich connected on all three
conversion points.

9-3 2

2
57

UNI 11 - N.DS.U 23

UNI rolled to its third straight
lerence shutout victory and gained a
rst place lte tn the North Central Conrence standings. UNl 's defense was
tst d.1
don ng, as usual , and let the Chiefs
st e the UNI 20-yord line only once all
y_

Lynn St ickfort blocked on attempted
1
e\goal by the Chiefs and UNI capitalized
n I e effort Al Wichtendohl· threw a poss

tober 23, 1971
Stot1st,cs
First Downs
Yords Rushing
Yards Passing
Yards R turned
Posses
Punts
Fumbles Lost
Yards Penol1zed

UNI
9
84
122
-5
9-25-0
13-36.8
40

NDSU
19
215
54
43
5-1 4-1
9 -37.9
2
20

UNI
8
4
123
20
11 38-3
7 21
3
5

NDU
13
207
47
97
5-14-0
7-27
0
22

North Dakota University was virtual ly
unable to move against the tough Panther
defense despite the way the score looks.
A 35 m.p.h. wind helped turn the tide of
this game in front of 6,800 people at
UNl 's 50th Homecoming . NDU scored in
the first quarter when Al Wichtendohl
fumbled on the UNI 24-yord line. Several
ploys later NDU mode it 7-0. In the second
quarter, Bob Lee blocked a punt and UNI
hod the boll on the NDU 47 . Three ploys
later, a poss was intercepted and Nort h
Dakota University scored fi ve ploys later.
In the third quarter, UNI hod a first down
on the 24-yord line. Dietrich tried a field
goal ofter Wichtendohl was thrown for a
l 5-yord loss; however, the 55-yord attempt
was inches short of the mark.
UNI held the line on NDU and got the
boll bock ofter a three yard punt . Wic htendohl hit Dove Horskomp for 25 yards and
UNl 's first touchdown. Several minutes
later Gene Dietrich kicked a 54-yord field
goal. The wind and field goals mode the
difference as NDU added three more field
goals to their score in the lost quarter to
make it 23-10 for the final homecoming
defeat .
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Bob Lee blocks a pun t al Ho mecoming game against N.D.U.

On the opening kickoff of the second
half, Kori Krumm recovered a fumble on
the Auggie 20-yard line. An off-sides
penalty negated a UNI touchdown several
ploys later. Augusta no held at the one-yard
line and UNI turned the boll over; however,
UNI held, and when Augustono tried to
punt , Mike Allen blocked the punt and
Tom Moorhouse fell on the boll for a UNI
tou chdown .

U. N . /. 17 - Augustana 0

November 6, 1971
Stat1st1cs
4
80
12
37
l 10 1
8 30.9

Aug ustana
12
162
48
10
312 4
4 21 7

77

47

UNI
First Downs
Yards Ru shing
Yords Poss,ng
Yords Returned
Posses
Pun ts
Fumbles Lost
Yords Penalized

5

A 30 m.p.h. gusting wind and a chill
fa ctor of -1 2° was of vital importance
in this game. Both teams were scoreless
in the f irst half as turnovers were common .
Rondy Junkmon intercepted three posses
from Augustono in the first half of ploy,
whi ch tied a UNI school record .
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Mike Butler punted on a third down
situation and this resulted in a safety for
UNI. After the free kick, Augustono was
held and forced to punt. A bod snap from
center went through the kicker's hands
and UNI fell on the boll on the 13-yord
line. Eight ploys later Jerry Roling scored
from the one-yard line. Jim O'Donnell
ran the extra points to make the score 17-0
at the final gun.

During the Panthers ' nine -game
schedule the place-kicking offensive tackle,
Gene Detrich, established three new
field goal marks, the most spectacular of
which was his 54-yord field goal against
North Dakota , which shattered the old
record by 11 yards . Dietrich also put the
UNI career field goal record at 17, and
established a new single game FG attempt
record by trying 5 against South Dakota U.

The other UNI record performance
come in the Panthers ' 17-0 victory O'lei
Augustono when senior cornerbock Rand
Junkmon took only one quarter to tie t
single game re co rd for inte rceptions.
Junkmon picked off three second-quo
Augustono posses to tie four other
players for the honor.

Junior running bock Jerry Roling
sophomore safety Mike Woodley
the only UNI players to win more
one statistical team title. Woodley was
top kickoff and punt returner, and
Junkmon for leadership in intercept
with four, while Roling won the rushill
and scoring titles. Roling gained •
yards in 160 carries on the ground
tallied 30 points on 5 touchdowns to
that category.
Senior flo n ker Lorry Skartvedt
more than three times the num
receptions as did the No. 2 receiver
Panther team . Skartvedt cau ght 35 f
yards and 3 touchdowns, givi ng h
career total of 106 receptions for
yards and 10 touchdowns.

Quarterback Al Wichtendohl
throw for a high completion overoQ
the sophomore threw only 9 interce
8 less than he threw while playi
than half the year in 1970.

Cross Co un try
Text by Jack Jennett

The University of Northern Iowa 's
cross country team concluded its 1971
season with a 6-2 duel meet se:ison mark,
a 4th place finish in the NCC. and a 6th
place finish in the notion . This was the
Pa nther's best season since 1964, when
they won the NCC and finished 3rd in the
notion.
This season, as it was lost season ,
the harriers were lead by Panther sophomore Ri ch Twedt. Twedt gained All-Ameri -

"I forsee guiding this extrem ely dedicat ed group

of young athletes to an NCC title

and a nationa l title in 1972. "

can status for the 2nd time in cross country
by placing 18th, out of a field of 389, in
the NCAA championsh ip. Running second
for the Panthers this year was sophomore
Dennis Schultz of Greeley, Iowa . Round ing out the rest of the UNI squad were
juniors Gory McCabe and Roger Villers
and freshmen Ron Peters and Don Durben.
The Panthers were without the services
of senior captain Golen Green, who succumbed to a serious leg injury early in
the season. Other seniors completing their
final season for UNI were Bill Dworschock
and Don McCu llough .
The duel meet season showed the Panthers defeating Iowa , Luther, the Un iversity of South Dakota , Wartburg , and
Northern Illinois University, losing only
to North Dokoto State University and
Droke University. Thus, with a fine season
already under their belt, the Panthers
determinedly prepared for the conference
meet, but were stifled by the -33 degrees
weather and a foot of snow . They could
only manage on unexpected 4th place
finish behind NDSU, SDSU, and Mankat o.
A week later the young Panthers rallied
with their best efforts to dote and captured a 6th pla ce finish for UNI in the
NCAA cross country championships. The
season ended with the harriers winning
over 2nd placed Droke and 3rd placed
Iowa in the state federation cross country
meet.
Sev,erol records fell to the Panther
harriers in 1971. Rich Twedt set a course
record for the Loras course of 25 :l 0. Ron
Peters set a freshman record of l 5:09 for
the three mile.
The future looks promising for UNl's
runneFs as the two juniors, two sophomores, and two freshmen, who mode up the
top six men for UNI, will all be returning.
As their coach, I forsee guiding this extremely dedicated group of young athletes
to on NCC title and a notional title in
1972.
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In Verse
Someday

Faces

Faces : Blankly, Blinking .
Blinking in a sterile world
Waiting for a special word
--to tell them it's all right
--to tell them how to fight ...

Faces : Upturned, Urgent.
Reflecting from ont,sept,c walls
Waiting for a signal that will coll
-- to soy it 's time to pion
--to save the life of man .. .

Someday the moonlight will shine on you
when there isn 't a moon;
Someday the bond will be ploying but
there won 't be a tune;
Someday you 'll smell the flowers
when there ore none in bloom -- Somedoy.
Someday come soon.

Sometime the rainbow will beckon
when there hosn 't been rain;
Sometime you 'll hear the songbirds
when it isn 't near spring;
Sometime you 'll understand and
you 'II feel all the pain;
then sometime you 'II marry me and
there won 't be a ring .

Faces : Proud, Possessive.
Choosing power as their right
Not waiting for a sign to guide
--to tell them, all fables turn out true
--to tell them the world could bloom anew ..

Faces : Broken, Beaten .
Wallowing in fear and shame
Waiting for the end that come
--to punish and defeat
--to prove that man was weak
--to prove he'd die in pain
--to prove that man was vain
--to prove he knew not what he hod
--to prove: that man was MAN.

You

Reaching out for you is like capturing the dew,
seeing all the suns ever risen .
Laughing in the wind to coll to you again,
waiting for my gift to be given .
Journeying to see if there 's a place where we con be
as the billowing of dreams comes true.
Wondering to find that place behind my mind,
the island where fulfillment' s gross is green .
Then challenging the wind to blow a gale again,
to prove the strength I hove was found in you .

Seasons

Jonquils bloom in the spring--they always do;
lilacs spread their perfume.
Once I sow a yellow rose;
once I felt the gross between my toes.

Too soon will come the foll ,
and then winter freeze s all.
Token for granted once again,
nature 's cycle completes its end.

.. .but cycles will someday cease
and with the death of mankind will come peace,
but all experience will hove ended too,
and all the dreams that never hod a chance to come true.

poems by G,nger OJ
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December Funeral

They gathered
In twas and in threes
And in larger groups;
Hooded figures
Cloaked figures all in black
all shivering
In the freezing december
Morning fog .
Grief-stricken eyes
Painful eyes
Eyes drenched in bitter tears
Eyes that hung in lowered faces
Shrouded
Amidst the mourning silence
the hush-hush whisperings
the deep murmurings
the sigh-s igh sobbings
Like the soft pathetic trickling of the water
In o low-running brook.
(Dust to dust, ashes to ashes !)
Piercing screams intermingled with crescendoing sobs
And tear through the morning silence, bouncing again st
the nearby purple hills
which seemed to return them
To the distres sed crowd
everyone.
Loud, louder the sobbings grew and
Drowned the final rites.
The unexpected visitor hos invited himself again;
A cold grey plot with memorials and veiled figure s
Conced sadly in the thick fog
But the weeping will not cease,
For some, it hos iust begun.

Ode to a Pakistani

She came to me with her eyes
And asked for help,
Stretched forth her wizened arms
And scarcely touched my shin .
Her lips wobbled and tottered,
The deep folds in her cheek
Cried, and cried and cried again .
From her aged frame, one mute plea triggered
And narrated hunger, loneliness and melancholy.
/ looked down upon her
And suddenly, the Earth 's bowels rumbled and quivered
Mercilessly.
And darkness was everywhere
Escorted by a long lonely languor.
A great stillness overwhelmed
The noon-day hour;
And the chirping birds were no more
Nor did one hear the rustling of the leaves
As the balmy wind caressed them
All stood still ...
/awoke, I reached out to her, Iem/;>raced her
And she was olive, she was there 1

Expectonce

They come
From high in the mountains
And from the volleys too.
They come
From the plains and from the plateaus
And even from the unknown wildernesses .
People
Thousands of them
All standing and looking
Expectantly.
Eager eyes
Longing eyes
Eyes that spoke
Silently and urgently.
Would the Mighty Eagle make his appearance today?
No one knows .
Yet, they iust stood there
And waited
Expectantly and hopefully; until
Seconds ticked into minutes
Into hours into a whole day.
The rains come too
In a torrentous downpour
Lightning, thunder ... ond a great wind.
But they did not stir
They iust stood there;
And waited
Transfixed.
How long will Power be uniust
And miserly and selfish
And distorted?...
How long?

poems by Nos irroh
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Behind the Scenes
Variety Show

UAB Ping Pong Tournament

Compliments of

Former Prisoners Present Prison Orama

Fronk Cordaro (above, left ) aided Dave
Pike, right, in his role of M. C. during the
Homecoming Variety Show, while Lynn
Powers (below) gave on entertaining
display of talent.

" The Cage," on explosive drama about
life in prison , written, directed, and performed by a company of former prisoners ,
was presented October 20, in the Un iversity of Northern Iowa Auditorium. Written
by Rick Cluchey while serving a life sentence for robbery-kidnapping , the ploy was
first produced at Son Quentin Prison in
California. Presently Cluchey and his
company travel the country presenting
" The Cage" to students and other audiences .
According to Ben Niems, associate
director of the production , "'The Cage'
offers the sight, sound , and feel of prison
life including the emotional imbalance
that becomes everyday routine for men
living day after month after year in a
cramped prison cell - their cage. " Neims
said that the play vividly depicts aspects
of prison life not usually dramatized, such
as bizarre prison humor, homosexuality
and related violence, the role of religion
in the prison , and the effect of rigid institutionalization upon both inmates and
guards. The play was presented as part
of the Union Activities Board program.
In addition to the Wednesday night performance, the company visited several
UN I classes during the day, held a speakout in the Hemisphere Lounge in the Union ,
and presented scenes from the play in the
Union Coffee House.
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College Square Shopping Cente

Zales Jewelers
College Squa re
Fine selection
of diamonds and watch es

Remember

UNI students are entitled
to a 10% discount

YOUR UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA CLASS RING
FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT

Ladies' Ring

Men's Rings
(LM) Medium Open Back
(LH) Heavy Open Back
(LXH) Plastic Back
(LCB) Gold Closed Back

$35.50
$41 .00
$46 .00
$51 .00

14 Karat Gold $10.00 Additional
White Gold $5 .00 Additional
6.00 Deposit Required

$29 .50
(CS) Co-ed Sweetheart
(5 Pt. Diamond $1 0.00 extra)

Greek Letter Encrusting Extra
2 Letters -$4.00
3 Letters-$6.00

IOWA SPORTS SUPPLY

Jster Charge

909 W. 23rd St.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

Unusual Weekend of Contemporary Music

An International Toste

Presented at UNI

Vampire Strikes Again!

The local American Red Cross Blood
Bonkcollected 188pintsofblood November
9, in one of the most successful blood
drives in recent years on the UNI campus.

A unique weekend of contemporary
music concerts was presented Nove mber 5
through 7, by the University of Northern
Iowa music deportment. The opening concert Friday, November 5, featured a recital
by double bassist Bertram Turetzky, Associate Professor of music at the University
of California at Son Diego. Turetzky hos
been featured as soloist at festivals and ·
on concert programs throughout the
United States. He was accompanied by his
wife Nancy on flute, piccolo, and percussion.
One portion of Saturday's program
was " Double Bosses at Twenty Paces, "
a duet performed by T uretzky and Cloy
Bergren , a UNI student from Kiron. The
rest of the program included a film on
composer Robert Erickson and a " structured happening " involving a zany combination of musical pieces and activi ties.

The blood drive, sponsored by the UNI
chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity,
began at noon and was scheduled to end
at 4 p.m. However, due to the large number
of student and staff donors waiting in
lines, Red Cross doctors and nurses worked
on extra hour-and-a-half drawing blood
before turning potential donors away.
Both SAE members and members of their
sister sorority, Gamma Phi Beto , assisted
Red Cross staff with the blood donations.
Gordon Timpony, UNI faculty adviser
to SAE, said, " This is by for the most successful blood dri ve SAE hos ever hod. A
lot of people never got through the doors
and 63 hod to be turned away due to colds
or other factors which mode them unable
to donate. "
Blood was designated by the donor for
either the UNI Blood Bonk or the SAE
account with the Red Cross. Full-time and
emeritus university employees , their
spouses , and dependent children and
parents, ore eligible to draw blood from
the UNI account. The SAE account, which
is the largest in Block Howk County according to Red Cross officials, is available to
anyone in need of blood . Lost year the
UNI chapter of SAE received the second
place certificate of recognition for excellence in community relations for their
sponsorship of the blood drive. The UNI
chapter is one of 180 active SAE chapters
across the notion .
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The UNI Concert Chorale, under the
direction of Charles Matheson, UNI Associate Professor of music, and the UNI
Symphonic Bond , conducted by Dr. Hoivik,
presented the final concert Sunday. The
program opened with four contemporary
works performed by the bond. The Concert
Chorale 's portion of the program was
comprised of works by Dr. Peter M ichoel ides, Associate Professor of music at UNI,
and featured the premier performance of
his work, " Forces Ill. "

Sc hoonover on Resistance

On December 15, the Cosmopol1to
Club sponsored " An International Taste
a smorgasbord of foods from foreign Ion
The dinner was held in the ComlllO'
Ballroom and also served as a Christ .
party. Decorations for the event were fl~
from the countries represented by
students.

" Resistance " was the topic w
Reverend Melvin Schoonover oddres
a microscopic crowd 1n the Comm
Ballroom on Monday, November 8. SchOC'
over, the second speaker on the L
Controversia l Speakers Progrom ,
New York clergyman who hos served'
ten years as senior minister of a p
dominantly block congregation in
York 's East Harlem district.
He hos been involved in urbo
problems , the civ il rights movement a
low-inco me housing sponsorship in re
lion to his church and cong regation net
Hi s presentation at UNI related , in par·
lor, incidents concerning stories of
personal friends Don and Phil Bemgc
William String fellow, and Anthon y To11
In relating his tole he stated that·
time hos come when more people hov
follow the example of the Berr1q
brothers. Schoonover asserted that
hove to resist every tempta tion to-rei
to violence. To succu mb to violence 1s
give them (the government) the final wo
Said Schoonover, " Resistance 1s ta
as a free man ."

The Cleveland Quartet , composed of
o violins, a viola, and a cello, opened
Chamber Music Series on November l 0 .
· e members of the small quartet were
" heir twenties and all prize winners
nternat,anal competition. After listen g to them and becoming invol ved in
•r music 1t is easy to see why they·
e drown critical raves ofter every
'ormance since their debut in 1969.

As the Cleveland Quartet performed,
ey pass1onately swayed to their music.
ey were totally involved with the pieces
• dseemed totally obi ivious to the audience
ond everything else as they ployed . Here
was otal commitment and true beauty.
Selections from Brahms, Beethoven ,
ad Ravel were played , each containing
everol movements, so it was no wonder
• at some members of the audience were
apprehensive about when to applaud .
• e full sound of the quartet enveloped
he audience and sounded more like an
hestra than just four talented artists.
• ere was the mellow sound of the viola ,
" e the deep, rich , fullness of the cello
a e a sense of underlying strength to
e group. The violinists demonstrated
~ the delicacy and power of their
s ruments. To experience the Cleveland
art et 1s to be affected .

BERG'S
COLLEGE

DRUG
DRUGS• SUNDRIES
STATIONERY
GREETING CARDS
COSMETICS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

2227 COLLEGE
CEDAR FALLS
266-2792
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BEHIND THE SCENES

Thieves Market at UNI

The sole of art works by UNI students
and fa cu lty drew o sizeable crowd to the
se mi-ann ual Thieves Market held in University Holl , Monday, N ove mber 15. Exhibitors
set up booths and sold cera mics, pottery,
drawings, wa ll -hang ings, weovings, and
man y other forms of art work.
The Thieves Market was sponsored by
UAB. A si milar exhibit / sol e event is also
sponsored each spring on the campus.

"A Midsum mer Night 's Dream " Perform ed
at UNI

Flamenco Guitarist at UNI

Shakespeare's co medy " A Midsummer
Night's Dream " was performed by the
New Shakespeare Company of Son Fran cisco on October 12, in the University
of Northern Iowa Audit orium . The New
Shakespeare Company, composed of 25
actors and technicians and d irector-producer team Morgrit Romo and Clarence
Ri cklefs, hos been performing for more
than five years in Son Francisco and the
Bo y Area . Touring to high schools, colleges and community ce nters all over the
United States is also o large port of the
company's program. A cc ording to the Son
Francisco Good Times, " An iron fist in
o velvet glove best describes the politics
of the New Shakespeare Company o f Son
Francisco . The co mpan y chooses its ploys
on the basis of their relevan ce to the
cu rrent political and social scene. The
stage bounds with life as the multi-ra cial ,
multi-age cost sings, shouts, and dances
its way through the ploy. "

Fam ed flamen co guitarist Carlos
Montoya was in co ncer t at UNI or
November 17 . Montoya, o Spanish Gyps
is the most recorded flamenco ort1s
history, the first one ever to perform soo
recitals. His performance here sta ed
late because of such a full house and e
ployed to the pocked house sitting on C'
unpainted wooden stool on o bore stage

" A Midsu mmer Night 's Dream " is
Shakespeare's comedy of tangled loves,
magic, and buffoonery. The ploy involves
Hermia who loves Lysander, but is supposed to marry Demetrius, wh ile Helena
is in love with Demetrius . In the midst
of these entanglements Oberon , King of
the Fairies, causes confusion for all when
he employes the services of the merry
sprite Puck. With the help of o magic
flower Puck causes several sleeping persons to foll in love with the first living
being seen upon awakening. The confusion
and buffoonery continues as the ridiculous
clown Bottom and his troupe enter the
ploy.

The audience was really one w
Montoya as he thrilled them wI h h
intricate style of ploying. He seemed to be
enjoyi ng him self as much as the audience
was and a ck nowledged the hear'
applause with small solute-like waves
his hand . As o change of pace he started
to display more of his talents by ploying
intermittentl y with just his left hand

Montoya plo yed the gamut from lrve
flamen co to sweet and rhythmic melodies
He plo ye d all of his songs, his owr
arrangements, with a flourish and h
fast -movi ng fingers plucked the strings
producing on entire evening of h1gr
spi rited song. One technique especial
enjoyed by the audience was when e
imitated o drum roll on his guitar.

Before t he end of the performance e
received o stand ing ovation and he talked
for the first time afterwords by introducing
his final piece. But before he ployed e
finqle , he apologized for his English and
said, " My English is very bod. My Sponisr
is wonderful. " It was on inv1gora Ing
performance .

Crossroads Shopping Center

Stuarts
College Student Center
We Have Master Charge, Shopper's Charge,and Bank Americard
)06

A STOCK SELECTED
Posters

to soy somethi ng special
in a creati ve, contemporary way

Our posters ore
designed to provoke
thought ond
action

by C.S. Lewis
by Francis Schaeffer
by John Stott and
hundreds more

Reproductions
Most of our
records ond music
ore contemporary . Try
" Joy is Like the Rain "
or " Seasons"

booksroRE

Imported reproductions
on quality paper at
student-range
prices

2222 College
ph. 277-1082

Hours: 9 :00 - 5:30
Monday thru Saturday

UTILITY SERVICE
IS OUR JOB .....

Under

$2,000

*

Again.

CALL US
AT
266-1761
FOR ANY
SERVICE
EMERGENCY

;Jr\_~ TH::i~~ Y

Three cheers for the repeal of
the 7% excise tax. Now we can
go back doing what we do best:
Saving you money.
Forest Hi 11 Motors
S. Hackett at University
235-1451

CEDAR FALLS
UTILITIES

· Volkswogen sedan l l l suggested retail price, P.O .E., local loxes
and other dealer charges, ,f ony, odd,t,onol , Volkswagen of
America , Inc.
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UNI Supreme Cour1
Will it work?

Will it help?
Will it survive?

Hear Ye! Hear Ye! This article is now in session. The Honorable Roving Reporter is presiding. The findings here presented to the students are
based on an investigation of
the new branch of government
at UNI - the UNISA Supreme
Court.

Text by Linda Scholl

Toking into consideration the fact that
not much is actually known about this
fairly new branch of government , a brief
introduction seems to be in order. Lost
year, 1970-1971 , the Student Senate felt
that there was a definite need for a more
effective government on campus and ,
therefore, it passed legislation forming
the Judicial Branch of Government . It was
felt that the old form of government was
generally unfair. The men hod separate
" punishments " or fines for doing the
some action that a woman would only be
counseled for doing . Most people agreed
that there was a need for a more uniform
governing power.
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Presentl y, there ore three ''first col,rt\
Men 's Holl Courts, Women 's Holl Stander
Boards, and a new Co-Ed lnterhall (our'
The Women 's Holl Standards Boards o
the Men 's Holl Courts handle such co
as the following: open house, destruc
of property, wing door policies, ands,
things as petty quarrels. The Co-Ed C;
tokes core of rules effecting both men o
women , such as visitation rights, areas
concerning parking lots, and Res1dexe
Holl lawns.
If anyone wishes to appeal the dee
sions mode by these courts, they each he
a separate appellate court. The warner
to the AWS Judicial Council, the men•
the MRA Court, and coses from the ln•eholl Court go next to the lnterholl (;;
of Appeals . If there ore still any dou
as to the decisions mode in these cou
the student may toke his case to"
Supreme Court. Of course, the Supre
Court does hove exclusive coses that
with the following : (l) constitut1ono
(2) disputes between constitutions
UNISA, such as MRA and AWS, (3) a.etionoble activities of student orgornzot
and (4) student elections. There also ex
a Student-Faculty Discipline Comm1"

is a form of government unto itself.
court system described above does not

the power of expulsion which this
committee does have.
~rway is a movement to have A WS
MRA merge into on RHA (Residence
Association) Board . Also, a desi re to
then the basic courts is being brought
light. The Chief Justice of the Supreme
, Golen Howsare, feels that these
need to be strengthened and defirst because they "come into
with many more of the students
the Supreme Court will. The y deal
ally with beha vior problems which
never, in most coses, rea ch this court. "
The Supreme Court is of course at the

-.iof all student government. Its decisions
not be appealed . Basically, that is why

Supreme Court was added to the
ment lost year -

it rounds off the

pemment system on campus . When rewriting the Constitution to add the

ii,eme Court, it was felt by the Chief

.btice that not enough time was taken
'> consider what actuall y needed to be
~led out concerning the jurisdiction
d the court . The UNISA Supreme Cou rt
110lly hos no granted powers suc h as
United States Supreme Court. There
1 no arm" of enforcement that the court
mncoll upon. The UNI Supreme Court ha s
mrely solely on the respect of the st u-

dents.

MEN

Hall
Courts

I

MRA

Court

Student-Faculty
Discipline
Committee

Of the seven judges on the court, two
are women and fi ve are men . These students were appointed by the Student Body
President and were approved by the Senate. To be qualified for appointment, one
must be a student at UNI and be familiar
with the Constitution and the by- laws
and other laws that the Student Se nate
may pass .
Judge Peter Van Metre and Dr . Erma
Plaehn are the ad viso rs to the UNI
Supreme Court, while members of the
court are : Chief Just ice Galen Howsare,
senior from Crawfordsville, majoring in
Mathematics; Susan Kenny, sophomore
from Dubuque, majoring in French; Tom
Lester, junior from Perry, majoring in
Political Science and Philosophy/ Religion ;
Steven 0. Haack, junior from Council
Bluffs, majoring in Upper Elementary
Education ; Alberta Otterbach, sophomore
from Des Moines, majoring in Political
Science; Richard Bennett, a senior from
Fontanelle, Iowa , majoring in Political
Science; and Larry Novotny, senior from
Garwin , Iowa . The Clerk of Court is Mark
Bowden , freshman from Agen cy, Iowa .

Judge A: " My reason for accepting this
position was that hopefully I would
find myself in a position to be able to
preserve justice as opposed to phony
university laws and regulations when
a case comes before the Court ."
Judge B: " In the belief that the Supreme
Court can and will be an integral part
of the Student Body at UNI, I acce pted
my appointment to the Court in the
hopes of being an acti ve and vocal
member, thus influencing the majority
decisions that will guide stu dent
gove rnment on the straight and true
path that a body of scholars can
obtain. "
Judge C: " I am planning to go on to law
school w hen I fi nish as an undergraduate, and ·1 ha ve alwa ys been
interested in the 'letter of the law'
and its functions. So when I was
nominated, I accepted ."
Judge D: " I've had an interest in the
court proceedings of UNI for some
time . My term as Attorney General
last year nourished a stronger desire to became active in the judicial
aspect of government at UNI. "

Finding out what the judges of the
Court felt their qualifications for these
positions were and why they accepted
them wa s highl y desirable, but , since
many people these days di slike being
quoted for some reason , I agreed not to
use anyone's name:

Judge E: " I ha ve had former experience
as H.R. and Assistant Dorm Director
at Iowa Wesleyan College . I have an
earnest concern for every student,
especially those who don 't have the
so coiled 'connections' with the
administration. "

CO-ED

WOMEN

lnterhall
Court

I

lnterhall
Court of
Appeals

Hall
Standards
Boards

I

AWS
Judicial
Council

Supreme Court
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"Is there a need

for a court
of this kind
at UNI and is it
worthwhile? ''

Judge F: " I wonted this pos1t1on to somehow do something to help this campus upgrade its student government
system. I like working with people;
I like the orderliness of low and the
idea of getting this accomplished
through low. '

The following answers were obtained
from the question Is there a need for a
Court of this kind at UNI and Is 1t worthwhile? '

Judge A: " I think the Court is worthwhile,
especially in areas of original Iurisdiction. The Court is faulty in areas
of trying to preside in coses of dorm
rules and other petty lows. '
Judge B: " Most definitely there Is a need
for a Supreme Court at UNII Because
of the structure that Is present , a
Supreme Court was a missing port
and that gap hos now been filled. "
Judge C: " The Court hos worth 1f 1t con
become relevant to what the needs
of the student body ore, and it con
do this as soon as the lower system
is straightened up. "
" The need for the Supreme
Judge E:
Court is there. One , as a check by

students on the other branches ol
the government. Secondly there
needs to be some final out hon y
the court system, granted that as'"
Constllut1on now stands the (01,
Is very weak . The success of •
Court depends on the students. b
so does American Iust1ce depend o
the people. As we know 11 th
system represents on effective mean
of serving the student populace
Judge F: " There Is a need for a Supreme
Court on this campus to coard1no·e
the various jud1c1ol bodies and ·o
allow students more chances for
appeal. This court could be a ver
active body once the students on
this campus realize that we are here
to be of service. "

The Supreme Court Is now bound over
to the students attending UNI. It will be
their responsibility to guide and help •h
Supreme Court and other branches o
student government to grow and be, ome
effective for the majority of studen•1
Since the students must toke an oc 11 e
interest in the Court for 11 to be success·
ful , each one is held responsible for t e
success or failure of this new organ1zot1on

Cose Closed .

Asquith Jewelry

Co., Inc.
Established in 1894 Regi stered JewelerAmerican Gem Soci ety

Diamonds
Watches
China--Stemware
Sterling & Stainless
G ifts of Distinct ion

buy a book ...
meet a lriend

Whether it's a book you need or a book you
want, chances are we've got it. Textbooks.
Mountains of paperbacks ... all the new titles.
Plus this-when you shop at your
College Store, you're bound to meet up with
a classmate or two, which makes
buying a book here just a little friendlier.

221 W . 4th St. Waterloo, Iowa

DiV81'SilY BOOK &SUPPLY

Phone : 234-8869
1009
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23rd ST., CEDAR FALLS, tOWA 50613

BOX 486

How To Sell A

Cold Piece Of Ice
An ISPIRG, being what it is, is a notoriously hot item on the
market; everybody wants it, but nobody is willing to pay the price.
Albeit that the price is rather nominal , an ISPIRG is a " hard -to-sell ,"
with a ridiculously low profit margin. There are other disadvantages
to an ISPIRG which help reduce its sales potential. For example, an
ISPIRG is not really a conversation piece ; if placed in the open for
inspection , it does nothing unless people do something for 1t . It
does not change colors or size, nor does it do tricks or sing a musical
iingle.
Like " blue chip " stocks, an ISPIRG is valuable only to the ex tent
that people capitalize (excuse the term) upon it and use 1t to its
fullest effectiveness. Just as many people fear the financial ri sk in
stock speculation, most people (confronted by an ISPIRG salesman )
fear the risks of getting a cold shoulder from friends and becoming
social outcasts.
As you have gathered, an ISPIRG is primarily a non -tangible
item ; it is, rather like an insurance policy, something you pay for
without receiving a tangible return. Of course, you do recei ve benefits - or, I should say, a benefit. You receive the promise of a better
life for your descendants.
An ISPIRG is hideously inexpensive; you will not be able to brag
about its cost. (Have you ever seen a chrome-plated ISPIRG, or one
with whitewall tires?) All you really can say is that it cost less
than a pizza. So we at ISPIRG have decided to launch an all-out
campaign. We have honestly reviewed all the cold facts concerning
our product, and have concocted a bold publicity campaign.
We are going to make it fashionable to cut down all living green
things. When we are through, it will not be fashionable to dump
clean water into our sewery streams, and pollute our hazy, sooty
atmosphere with clean air. Also despised are those who refuse to
trample grass, and , instead walk on clean sidewalks. Even more to
our disliking are those who refuse to hire because of sex , ra ce, or
creed. We loathe merchants who refuse to fraud their customers.
At the height of our campaign, ISPIRG armies will announce a
stunning, total defeat by the Clean Air Armies. In surrender, as
punishment, ISPIRG would be forced to actively support clean air,
consumer protection, and non-discriminatory practices. It will then
become fashionable to own an ISPIRG, and our sales force will
again be happy in reaping new profits.
And, we will be back where we started: so, when an ISPIRG
salesman approaches you , be prepared to buy an ISPIRG in the
name of clean air and good health.

Dan Yeager
Vern Murdock
for /SP/RG UN I
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